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q Provides “similar article” functionality
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The past decade has witnessed the modern advances of high-throughput technology and rapid growth of research capacity

in producing large-scale biological data, both of which were concomitant with an exponential growth of biomedical

literature. This wealth of scholarly knowledge is of significant importance for researchers in making scientific discoveries

and healthcare professionals in managing health-related matters. However, the acquisition of such information is becom-

ing increasingly difficult due to its large volume and rapid growth. In response, the National Center for Biotechnology

Information (NCBI) is continuously making changes to its PubMed Web service for improvement. Meanwhile, different

entities have devoted themselves to developing Web tools for helping users quickly and efficiently search and retrieve

relevant publications. These practices, together with maturity in the field of text mining, have led to an increase in the

number and quality of various Web tools that provide comparable literature search service to PubMed. In this study, we

review 28 such tools, highlight their respective innovations, compare them to the PubMed system and one another, and

discuss directions for future development. Furthermore, we have built a website dedicated to tracking existing systems and

future advances in the field of biomedical literature search. Taken together, our work serves information seekers in

choosing tools for their needs and service providers and developers in keeping current in the field.

Database URL: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/CBBresearch/Lu/search
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Introduction and background

Literature search refers to the process in which people use

tools to search for literature relevant to their individual

needs. In the context of this review, tools are Web-based

online systems; literature is limited to the biomedical

domain; and typical user information needs include, but

are not limited to, finding the bibliographic information

about a specific article, or searching for publications pertin-

ent to a specific topic (e.g. a disease). With the ease of

Internet access, the amount of biomedical literature in elec-

tronic format is on the rise. As a matter of fact, as pointed

out in previous work and shown in Figure 1, the size of the

bibliome has grown exponentially over the past few years

(1). As of 2010, there are over 20-million citations indexed

through PubMed, a free Web literature search service

developed and maintained by the National Center for

Biotechnology Information (NCBI). PubMed is as part of

NCBI’s Entrez retrieval system that provides access to a di-

verse set of 38 databases (2). PubMed currently includes

citations and abstracts from over 5000 life science journals

for biomedical articles back to 1948. Since its inception,

PubMed has served as the primary tool for electronically

searching and retrieving biomedical literature. Millions of

queries are issued each day by users around the globe (3),

who rely on such access to keep abreast of the state of the

art and make discoveries in their own fields.

Although PubMed provides a broad, up-to-date and ef-

ficient search interface, it has become more and more chal-

lenging for its users to quickly identify information relevant

to their individual needs, owing mainly to the ever-growing

biomedical literature. As a result, users are often over-

whelmed by the long list of search results: over one-third

of PubMed queries result in 100 or more citations (3).
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on dictionary matching as well as conditional random fields models

trained using human-annotated data. The recognition step is followed

by a normalization (Batista-Navarro et al., 2016) to concepts from

the following ontologies: ChEBI (chemicals), DrugBank (drugs),

HMDB (metabolites), HGNC (genes), UMLS Metathesaurus (dis-

eases), UniProt (proteins), NCBI (species) and CARO (anatomical).

We leverage our acronym disambiguation module (Okazaki

et al., 2010) to improve NER precision and recall. If the long (i.e.

spelled out) version of an acronym is recognized as a concept by the

NER, but its short form is not, then we can extend the concept on

the short form, too. Similarly, if a concept is recognized in an abbre-

viated form by the NER, but not as the same concept as the one rec-

ognized in the long form, then we correct the concept recognition in

the short form. This follows the observation that long forms are less

ambiguous as NER models can be deceived by ad hoc abbreviations.

The search system was implemented using Elasticsearch (https://

www.elastic.co/products/elasticsearch), which can be accessed from a

web-based interface written in Javascript (Fig. 1). Semantic search is

enabled by expanding the query area or by interacting with the differ-

ent entity facets, which suggest the most frequent entities to narrow

down the list of retrieved documents. Thalia also allows inspecting

the full text of each abstract with its occurring entities highlighted as

well as linking to the concepts in the ontology. Alternatively, the API

allows by passing the visual interface to interact with Thalia’s search

engine programmatically. The Supplementary Material contains

documentation for the web-based interface and the API, as well as a

video that shows how users can benefit from the semantic search cap-

acity of Thalia.

We evaluated the search capacity of Thalia in a precision medi-

cine (PM) scenario. In PM, a problem that medical practitioners

need to overcome is to find the best treatment given a patient’s

disease and her genetic features. Herein, we make use of TREC

2017 PM shared task data (Roberts et al., 2017). The challenge

involved a set of patient cases, which are described by the patient

disease, her genetic variance and other demographic information.

The goal was to find documents (PubMed entries, conference

abstracts and clinical trials) that are relevant, i.e. they relate to a po-

tential treatment for the patient. Herein, we consider the PubMed

part of the task only since this is the corpus that the openly available

version of Thalia operates on. More information about the multi-

source version could be found in a separate publication (Przyby!a

et al., 2017).

We experimented using two main search strategies on the TREC

PM dataset. The first strategy employed a purely textual search of

the disease, gene and demographic data of the patients. Our second

strategy incorporated the semantic search capacity of Thalia, which

involves textual as well as concept matching. This latter type of

matching enables the retrieval of documents regardless of whether

the same string occurs in the query and the documents, but depend-

ing on whether the same concept is present in the query and the

retrieved documents. In this way, vocabulary mismatch between

query and documents is addressed, hence improving retrieval per-

formance. The concepts in the query are obtained by using a feature

of Thalia that given a term, returns the most likely concept associ-

ated with it. The results can be observed from Table 1. As per the

shared task evaluation, the results consisted of measuring infNDCG,

Precision at 10 and R-prec (Roberts et al., 2017). Note that some of

the retrieved documents may have not been assessed by the shared

task evaluators, so by taking a conservative approach, those

Fig. 1. The user interface of Thalia is divided into: a search area (top), main search results pane (middle) and faceted results for publication metadata (left) and

entities (right)

Table 1. System performance in terms of infNDCG, precision at 10,
R-prec and retrieval time per query in seconds depending on
whether the semantic concepts are used for retrieval or not

infNDCG P@10 R-prec Query time

Textual 0.338 0.403 0.213 1.22

Thalia 0.383 0.427 0.230 1.86

1800 A.J.Soto et al.
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Abstract

The COVID-19 Open Research Dataset
(CORD-19) is a growing1 resource of
scientific papers on COVID-19 and related
historical coronavirus research. CORD-19 is
designed to facilitate the development of text
mining and information retrieval systems over
its rich collection of metadata and structured
full text papers. Since its release, CORD-19
has been downloaded over 75K times and
has served as the basis of many COVID-19
text mining and discovery systems. In this
article, we describe the mechanics of dataset
construction, highlighting challenges and
key design decisions, provide an overview of
how CORD-19 has been used, and preview
tools and upcoming shared tasks built around
the dataset. We hope this resource will
continue to bring together the computing
community, biomedical experts, and policy
makers in the search for effective treatments
and management policies for COVID-19.

1 Introduction

On March 16, 2020, the Allen Institute for AI (AI2),
in collaboration with our partners at The White
House Office of Science and Technology Policy
(OSTP), the National Library of Medicine (NLM),
the Chan Zuckerburg Initiative (CZI), Microsoft
Research, and Kaggle, coordinated by George-
town University’s Center for Security and Emerg-
ing Technology (CSET), released the first version
of CORD-19. This resource is a large and growing
collection of publications and preprints on COVID-
19 and related historical coronaviruses such as
SARS and MERS. The initial release consisted
of approximately 28K papers, and the collection

⇤denotes equal contribution
1The dataset continues to be updated weekly with papers

from new sources and the latest publications. Statistics re-
ported in this article are up-to-date as of version 2020-04-17.

Figure 1: Sources of papers included in CORD-19. Pa-
pers and preprints are collected by Semantic Scholar.
Metadata are harmonized and deduplicated, and docu-
ment files are processed to extract full text.

has grown to more than 50K papers over the subse-
quent weeks. Papers and preprints from a variety
of archives are collected, and paper documents are
processed through the pipeline established in Lo
et al. (2020) to extract full text (around 80% of
papers have full text). Metadata are harmonized
by the Semantic Scholar2 team at AI2. We commit
to providing regular updates to the dataset until an
end to the crisis is foreseeable.

CORD-19 aims to connect the machine learn-
ing community with biomedical domain experts
and policy makers in the race to identify effective
treatments and management policies for COVID-
19. The goal is to harness these diverse and com-
plementary pools of expertise to discover relevant
information more quickly from the literature. Users
of the dataset have leveraged a variety of AI-based
techniques in information retrieval and natural lan-
guage processing to extract useful information.

Responses to CORD-19 have been overwhelm-
ingly positive, with the dataset being viewed more
than 1.5 million times and downloaded over 75K
times in the first month of its release. Numerous

2
https://semanticscholar.org
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Some tasks & corpora



TREC biomedical tracks



http://bioasq.org/

BioASQ organizes challenges on biomedical semantic indexing and 
question answering (QA)



http://bioasq.org/

BioASQ Task 10b: Biomedical Semantic QA (Involves IR, QA, Summarization)
… participants will have to respond to each test question with relevant concepts (from 
designated terminologies and ontologies), relevant articles (in English, from designated 
article repositories), relevant snippets (from the relevant articles), relevant RDF triples 
(from designated ontologies), exact answers (e.g., named entities in the case of factoid 
questions) and 'ideal' answers (English paragraph-sized summaries). 



http://bioasq.org/

BioASQ Task 10b: Biomedical Semantic QA (Involves IR, QA, Summarization)
… participants will have to respond to each test question with relevant concepts (from 
designated terminologies and ontologies), relevant articles (in English, from designated 
article repositories), relevant snippets (from the relevant articles), relevant RDF triples 
(from designated ontologies), exact answers (e.g., named entities in the case of factoid 
questions) and 'ideal' answers (English paragraph-sized summaries). 

… More than 4,200 training questions (that were used as dry-run or test questions in 
previous year) are already available, along with their gold standard answers (relevant 
concepts, articles, snippets, exact answers, summaries). About 500 new test questions 
will be used this year. All the questions are constructed by biomedical experts from 
around Europe.
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1:6 • Gu, Tinn, Cheng, et al.

that continual pretraining may not be able to completely undo suboptimal initialization from the general-domain
language model.
In our experiments, we show that domain-speci�c pretraining with in-domain vocabulary confers clear

advantages over mixed-domain pretraining, be it continual pretraining of general-domain language models, or
pretraining on mixed-domain text.

2.3 BLURB: A Comprehensive Benchmark for Biomedical NLP

BioBERT [34] SciBERT [8] BLUE [45] BLURB

BC5-chem [35] X X X X
BC5-disease [35] X X X X
NCBI-disease [18] X X - X
BC2GM [53] X - - X
JNLPBA [27] X - - X

EBM PICO [44] - X - X

ChemProt [31] X X X X
DDI [21] X - X X
GAD [11] X - - X

BIOSSES [54] - - X X

HoC [20] - - X X

PubMedQA [25] - - - X
BioASQ [42] X - - X

Table 2. Comparison of the biomedical datasets in prior language model pretraining studies and BLURB.

The ultimate goal of language model pretraining is to improve performance on a wide range of downstream
applications. In general-domain NLP, the creation of comprehensive benchmarks, such as GLUE [56, 57], greatly
accelerates advances in language model pretraining by enabling head-to-head comparisons among pretrained
language models. In contrast, prior work on biomedical pretraining tends to use di�erent tasks and datasets for
downstream evaluation, as shown in Table 2. This makes it hard to assess the impact of pretrained language
models on the downstream tasks we care about. To the best of our knowledge, BLUE [45] is the �rst attempt
to create an NLP benchmark in the biomedical domain. We aim to improve on its design by addressing some
of its limitations. First, BLUE has limited coverage of biomedical applications used in other recent work on
biomedical language models, as shown in Table 2. For example, it does not include any question-answering task.
More importantly, BLUE mixes PubMed-based biomedical applications (six datasets such as BC5, ChemProt,
and HoC) with MIMIC-based clinical applications (four datasets such as i2b2 and MedNLI). Clinical notes di�er
substantially from biomedical literature, to the extent that we observe BERT models pretrained on clinical notes
perform poorly on biomedical tasks, similar to the standard BERT. Consequently, it is advantageous to create
separate benchmarks for these two domains.

To facilitate investigations of biomedical language model pretraining and help accelerate progress in biomedical
NLP, we create a new benchmark, the Biomedical Language Understanding & Reasoning Benchmark (BLURB).
We focus on PubMed-based biomedical applications, and leave the exploration of the clinical domain, and other
high-value verticals to future work. To make our e�ort tractable and facilitate head-to-head comparison with

, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2021.
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Abstract

Training and evaluating language models increasingly requires the construction of
meta-datasets – diverse collections of curated data with clear provenance. Natu-
ral language prompting has recently lead to improved zero-shot generalization by
transforming existing, supervised datasets into a diversity of novel pretraining tasks,
highlighting the benefits of meta-dataset curation. While successful in general-
domain text, translating these data-centric approaches to biomedical language
modeling remains challenging, as labeled biomedical datasets are significantly
underrepresented in popular data hubs. To address this challenge, we introduce
BIGBIO a community library of 126+ biomedical NLP datasets, currently cov-
ering 12 task categories and 10+ languages. BIGBIO facilitates reproducible
meta-dataset curation via programmatic access to datasets and their metadata,
and is compatible with current platforms for prompt engineering and end-to-end
few/zero shot language model evaluation. We discuss our process for task schema
harmonization, data auditing, contribution guidelines, and outline two illustrative
use cases: zero-shot evaluation of biomedical prompts and large-scale, multi-task
learning. BIGBIO is an ongoing community effort and is available at this URL.

1 Introduction

Large-scale language modeling has demonstrated exciting performance gains in zero-shot classi-
fication when combined with explicit, prompted supervision. Here, existing labeled datasets are
transformed into prompted training examples, which redefine classification tasks as generative, text
completion tasks [25]. T0 and FLAN have demonstrated improvements in zero-shot generalization

Preprint. Under review.
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which requires datasets to be available for loading in a unified format. All of BIGBIO’s datasets
can be loaded into PromptSource, and then users can write prompts for them and materialize the
prompted forms of those datasets locally for training and evaluation.

To further enable the evaluation of language models on datasets in BIGBIO, we also connected
BIGBIO with the EleutherAI Language Model Evaluation Harness [11]. The Evaluation Harness
handles the loading, querying, and scoring of language models, with programmatic definitions of
how evaluations are carried out. Here, the unified task schema of BIGBIO are an advantage, enabling
standard evaluation schemes to be automatically applied to a wide collection of datasets, while still
allowing for additional definitions of specialized evaluations.

3.3 Biomedical Hackathon

After internally testing the elements outlined in §3.1, we drafted instructional material and code
tutorials for external collaborators. We then launched an international call for participation2 in
a biomedical hackathon to implement all 174 datasets in the BIGBIO catalog. Participants were
recruited through Twitter. We established formal participation guidelines and corresponding credit,
including co-authorship on this manuscript, given implementation of 3 or more data loaders. The
hackathon officially ran for 2 weeks with an unofficial 2 week wrap-up period. During the official
period, we held daily office hours to help participants, running a Discord server to facilitate rapid com-
munication and up-to-date FAQ. At the conclusion of the hackathon, 48 participants had implemented
126 total datasets with an additional 18 dataset still undergoing quality control.

4 The BIGBIO Dataset
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Figure 2: Treemap visualization of BIGBIO’s 126 datasets and 12 task categories, denoted by color
(left); the distribution of dataset sizes measured by number of examples (bottom right); and a circle
plot of task categories and their relative size (top right).

We provide a bigbio Python package that supports streamlined loading of 126 biomedical datasets
covering 12 tasks grouped into 6 schema types for a total of 24 million examples comprising 18
trillion characters. To the best of our knowledge, BIGBIO is the largest single collection of curated
and unit tested biomedical NLP datasets. Figure 2 visualizes the datasets and tasks in BIGBIO and
Table 1 provides dataset counts by schema and key attributes. The publicly available datasets (105 of
126 datasets) can be automatically downloaded. We provide scripts to load the remaining 21 datasets
that require further access approvals, where the user only needs to specify a path to their local copy of

2https://hfbigbio.github.io/
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Table 1: Summary statistics for BIGBIO. Note datasets may contain multiple schema.
KB TEXT PAIRS QA ENTAIL T2T ALL

Datasets 84 21 10 8 7 7 126
Public Datasets 73 9 10 7 4 6 105
Private Datasets 11 12 0 1 3 1 21

PubMed Datasets 64 7 3 4 1 1 77
Languages 7 4 1 1 1 4 10

Tasks 5 1 1 1 1 3 12

the datasets. This restriction is common in clinical datasets, which require credentialing and training
on how to handle protected health information.

Metadata Summary Overall 10 languages are represented, with English being the majority (83%)
followed by Spanish (6.5%), French (2.9%), Chinese (2.2%), and German (1.4%). Japanese, Dutch,
Portuguese, Swedish, and Vietnamese are each present in one dataset. Creative Commons licenses
are used more frequently than any other type covering 44 (35%) of datasets with 8 (6.3%) using the
non commercial use (NC) option. The next most frequent type is an unknown license for 34 (27%) of
datasets. These are cases in which the dataset authors did not choose a license or one could not be
located for the dataset. The remaining licenses are a mixture of permissive open source licenses such
as MIT and Apache and more restrictive licensing requiring written applications for use and custom
data user agreements. A complete list of structured metadata is available in Appendix §D.

5 Use Cases

We develop two downstream use cases of BIGBIO, to showcase the utility of the library and identify
any workflow issues. In the first use case, we evaluate prompted language models in a zero-shot
setting and in the second we train a large-scale MTL model. Both use cases used a single 8x A40
compute node and MTL also used a 4x RTX 3090 node. Expanded results and experimental details
are available in Appendix §J (zero-shot evaluation) and §K (MTL).

5.1 Zero-shot Evaluation of Prompted Language Models

WORSE BETTER

Figure 3: Zero-shot generalization to biomedical tasks. Box plots show pooled accuracy differences
between a majority class baseline and zero-shot prediction for all datasets excluding BIOSSES. Points
are per-prompt scores. T0 is the only language model class to outperform the majority baseline.

Datasets and Prompts We selected 5 representative datasets from BIGBIO: BIOSSES (semantic
textual similarity), BioASQ (yes/no question answering), GAD (relation extraction), SciTail (textual
entailment), and MedNLI (clinical textual entailment). We exclude NER datasets due to challenges
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Retrieval and language technologies to support 
evidence-based medicine (EBM)



Evidence-Based Medicine n.
The conscientious, explicit and judicious use of 
current best evidence in making decisions 
about the care of individual patients



In women with hypertension does a program 
of regular exercise versus no regular exercise
measurably reduce hypertension? 

Population, Intervention, Comparator, 
Outcome (PICO elements)



Treatment BTreatment A

Randomize

Patients from a target population



The trouble with individual trials
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 ɶ 4HE�NEXT�STEP�INVOLVES�SCREENING�THE�CITATIONS�
IDENTIlED�BY�THE�SEARCHES�TO�SELECT�THOSE�THAT�
APPEAR�TO�BE�RELEVANT�TO�THE�SYSTEMATIC�REVIEW�
ON�THE�BASIS�OF�THEIR�TITLES�AND�OR�ABSTRACTS��4HE�
FULL�TEXTS�OF�THESE�CITATIONS�ARE�THEN�RETRIEVED�
AND��IF�THEY�FULlLL�THE�PROTOCOL�S�ELIGIBILITY�CRI-
TERIA�� THEY� ARE� INCLUDED� IN� THE� �SYSTEMATIC�
REVIEW��

 ɶ %ACH�ELIGIBLE�PAPER�IS�REVIEWED�IN�DEPTH��4HIS�
INCLUDES�EXTRACTING�PREDElNED�PIECES�OF�DATA�
FROM�EACH�PAPER�� INCLUDING� INFORMATION�FOR�
QUANTITATIVE� ANALYSIS� �METAANALYSIS	�� AND�
EVALUATING� THE�METHODOLOGICAL�VALIDITY�AND�
REPORTING�CLARITY�OF�EACH�PAPER��

 ɶ 4HE�PENULTIMATE�STEP� INCLUDES�SYNTHESIZING�
THE�INFORMATION�EXTRACTED�FROM�ELIGIBLE�STUD-
IES��1UALITATIVE�SYNTHESIS� IS�ALWAYS�POSSIBLE��
BUT�QUANTITATIVE�ANALYSES�OF�THE�EXTRACTED�DATA�
CAN�OFTEN�PROVIDE�ADDITIONAL�INSIGHTS��$EPEND-
ING�ON�THE�TYPE�OF�AVAILABLE�DATA�AND�THE�QUES-
TIONS�BEING�ADDRESSED��METAANALYSIS�METHODS�
RANGE�FROM�SIMPLE�TO�FAIRLY�ADVANCED�STATISTICAL�
TECHNIQUES��

 ɶ &INALLY��THE�lNDINGS�OF�THE�SYSTEMATIC�REVIEW�
ARE�ORGANIZED�AND�REPORTED�TO�THE�CONSUMERS�
OF� SYSTEMATIC�REVIEWS�� INCLUDING�PHYSICIANS��
RESEARCHERS��PAYERS�AND�OTHER�DECISIONMAKERS��
and patients and caregivers. 

One way of modernizing the systematic 
REVIEW�PIPELINE�IS�TO�OPTIMIZE�AND�IMPROVE�EACH�
STEP� IN� THE�PROCESS� IN� TURN��KEEPING� IN�MIND�
how the steps interact. table 1� LISTS�POTENTIAL�
EXAMPLES�OF�STEPSPECIlC�OPTIMIZATIONS�� SOME�
OF�THESE�ARE�STILL�IN�PROTOTYPE��WHILE�OTHERS�HAVE�
ALREADY�BEEN�DEPLOYED��)N�THE�REST�OF�THIS�ARTICLE��
WE�PRIMARILY�FOCUS�ON�STEPS��n���AS�THESE�ARE�THE�
MOST�AMENABLE�TO�TECHNICAL�INNOVATION�AND�HAVE�
BEEN�THE� FOCUS�OF�OUR�OWN�WORK�ON�MODERN-
IZING�SYSTEMATIC�REVIEWS� IN�RECENT�YEARS��4HAT�
SAID��THERE�IS�ONGOING�RESEARCH�INTEREST�IN�TOPIC�
preparation [16,17]��SEARCH�STRATEGY�DEVELOPMENT�
[18] and in dissemination of evidence synthesis 
PRODUCTS�[19].

As can be seen in table 1��COMPUTATIONAL�TOOLS�
WILL�PLAY�A�KEY�ROLE�IN�OPTIMIZING�THE�SYSTEMATIC�
REVIEW�PROCESS��PARTICULARLY�IN�THE�IDENTIlCATION�
AND�EXTRACTION�STEPS��7E�REVIEW�SOME�WORK�IN�
THIS�DIRECTION�IN�THE�SECTION�@/PTIMIZING�LITERA-
TURE�SCREENING���3PECIlCALLY��WE�REVIEW�WORK�ON�
OPTIMIZING�CITATION�SCREENING�� INCLUDING�PRAC-
TICAL�SOFTWARE�TOOLS�AND�DATAMINING�METHODS�
THAT�LOOK�TO�SEMIAUTOMATE�THE�TASK��7E�DISCUSS�
THE�POTENTIAL�OF�SUCH�TOOLS�TO�OPTIMIZE�THE�OTH-
ERWISE�DAUNTING�TASK�OF�KEEPING�PUBLISHED��OR�
@LIVING�	�REVIEWS�AND�SYNOPSES�OF�WHOLE�DOMAINS�
�@lELD�SYNOPSES�	�UPTODATE��7E�ALSO�CONSIDER�
WORK�ON�REDUCING� THE�EFFORT� INVOLVED� IN�DATA�
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The problem 
(or, how NLP can help)

Trial results are, insanely, disseminated via unstructured articles



Estimated time to complete and publish a 
systematic review: 67.3 weeks

Borah et al, BMJ, 2017



Marshall, et al. 2018



Screening for reviews
Standard workflow: High-recall Boolean query (often quite complex) to 
PubMed, then manually screen for relevance
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ABSTRACT
Systematic reviews are used widely in the biomedical and health-

care domains. Systematic reviews aim to provide a complete and

exhaustive overview of the medical literature for a speci�c rese
arch

question. Core to the construction of a systematic review is the

search strategy. The main component of a search strategy is a com-

plex Boolean query, typically developed by information specialists

(e.g., librarians). The aim of the search strategy is to retrieve relev-

ant studies that will contribute t
o the outcomes of the systematic

review. One barrier information specialists face when developing a

search strategy is the enormous amount of medical literature that

exists in databases. This vast amount of literature means that search

strategies often su�er from biases (e.g., lack of expertise, overcon-

�dence, limited knowledge of the domain) and are incomplete, or re-

trieve far toomany studies (possibly as a result of
the biases, but also

due to the tools used to develop search strategies). Retrieving too

many studies impacts the time and �nancial costs of the review
, and

retrieving too few studies may impact the outcomes of the review.

Therefore, it is vital to support e
xpert searchers develop e�ective

search strategies. In this paper, we present a novel end
-to-end set of

advanced tools for information specialists. These tools are tight
ly

integrated into an existing Open Source search strategy re�ning

package (searchre�ner). These to
ols aim to address the problems as-

sociated with search strategy development by providing a complete

framework from query development, to re�nement, to documenta-

tion. The implementation of these tools also o�ers a glimpse at the

ease at which related tools may be implemented within the sear-

chre�ner ecosystem. More information about the tools including

installation, documentation, and screenshots is made available on

the searchre�ner website: https:
//ielab.io/searchre�ner.
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1 DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM

Systematic reviews are used as a highly trustworthy and com-

prehensive evidence source for
informing clinical diagnosis and

treatment, as well as institutional poli
cy making. In order to be

comprehensive, all relevant studies
related to the research ques-

tion of the review must be retrieved. However, there are many

costly challenges in producing systematic reviews, e.g., developing

a search strategy (Boolean query), and screening retrieved studies

for relevance. These two processe
s in particular hinder the construc

-

tion of systematic reviews signi�cantly: for a
typical systematic

review, the screening process can take upwards of 47 days [3] and

$AUD 437,000 [8]. One solution to combat these costs is to use

more e�ective search strategies [16]. The three main challenges of

search strategy development are formulation [4, 6], re�nement [16],

and documentation [22]. These challenges are complex and time-

consuming, especially for constructing and re�ning the search

strategies. Currently, most search strategies aremanually developed,

where the presence of an expert is essential [13]. However
, search

strategy development is �lled with biases [18] and subjectivity [10],

and often search strategies retrieve far too many studies [11].

PubMed 1 is widely used by millions of users to search for bio-

medical information [11]. The tools a�orded by PubMed, however,

currently do not support information specialists to the extent that

they require. To this end, we implemented several tools inside an ex-

isting Open Source framework, searchre�ner [17], as an end-to-end

system for the formulation, re�nement, and documentation

of Boolean queries for systematic review literature search. The

following is a summary of the three categories of search
strategy

development for which we have implemented tools for:

Query Formulation: Formulating a preliminary query is the �rst

step in the development of a search strategy. Query formulation is

typically ad-hoc and requires great expertise.

Query Re�nement: After formulating a preliminary query, in-

formation specialists further re�ne the que
ry. Re�nement aims to

reduce the total number of studies retrieved by the initial query,

while maintaining recall. The re�nement process, much like formu-

lation, is ad-hoc, and arguably requires even greater expertise.

Query Documentation: In the �nal stage of the search strategy

development process, the query must be su�ciently documented.

It is common for search strategies to be under-reported, leading to

irreproducible systematic reviews [22].

The following sections describe each of the problem categories, as

well as the tool(s) we have implemented to address these problems.

An overview of the names of the tools and the speci�c problem

each of the tool addresses is presented
in Table 1

1The largest medical literature database, maintained by National Library of Medicine.
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Galactomannan detection for invasive aspergillosis in 
immunocompromised patients

1. Query Logic Composition

[NLP] or [MAN]ual

((aspergillosis, invasive OR patients, immunocompromised) 
AND (galactomannan OR detection))

( ROOT 
( NP 
( NP ( NNP Galactomannan ) ) 
( NP ( NP ( NN detection ) ) 
( PP 
( IN for ) 
( NP 
( NP ( JJ invasive ) ( NNS aspergillosis ) ) 
( PP ( IN in )
( NP 
( JJ immunocompromised ) ( NNS patients ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )

Logically structured high-level concepts

((C0060961 OR C1511790) AND (C0238013 OR C0085393))

Final Boolean Query

3. Entity Expansion

((0060961 OR 0002679 OR ... OR 0701307 OR 1511790) AND 
(0238013 OR 0085393 OR ... OR 0699671 OR 0021079))

2. Entity Extraction

4. Keyword Mapping

((aspergillosis, invasive OR amphotericin b OR ... OR 
cytovene OR patients, immunocompromised) AND (detection OR 
immune suppression OR...OR mycelex OR galactomannan))

MetaMap

[M]atch, [P]referred, [A]liases, [F]requency

[E]mbeddings

5. Post-processing

((asperg*, invasive OR amphotericin b OR ... OR cytovene OR 
patients, immunocompromised) AND (detect* OR immune 
suppression OR ... OR mycelex OR galactomannan))
[STEM]ming, [RCT] Study Filters

systematic review statement (+ protocol + seed citations)

Figure 1: Our automatic Boolean query formulation frame-
work. Three high-level concepts are identi�ed from the sys-
tematic review’s topic statement: galactomannan detection,
invasive aspergillosis, and immunocompromised patients.
These are then logically composed into a Boolean syntax
and entities extracted (de�ned as entries in the UMLS). Entit-
ies are then (optionally) expanded. Entities are thenmapped
to keywords: in the example, we use the Alias method. Fi-
nally, (optional) post-processing is applied to obtain the
Boolean query (in the example the query was stemmed).

Figure 1 provides the parse tree for the query in our example, and
its mapping to a proto-query with the relevant Boolean syntax.

In our experiments (Section 4), we refer to the above method
for extraction of high-level concepts and generation of the Boolean
syntax as NLP. We shall also consider the [Man]ual creation of
the parse tree, to study the impact of possible errors from the PFCG
parser on the e�ectiveness of the formulated queries. The structure
of the query and the selection of Boolean operators is derived from
themanually created parse tree, in the sameway as the NLPmethod.

3.2 Entity Extraction
Following the logical composition of the review’s topic statement
into a proto-query, entities are extracted from the query’s high-level
concepts. To represent entities we use the Uni�ed Medical Lan-
guage System (UMLS). 6 We use UMLS, rather than MeSH (which
is commonly used as part of systematic reviews queries) as UMLS
comprises a larger scope of topics than MeSH, and provides many
alternative ways to refer to an entity. Note that MeSH is also sub-
set of the UMLS. The mapping between high-level concepts and
UMLS entities (also known as CUIs) is performed through any of the
available medical entity extraction algorithms, e.g., MetaMap [2] or
QuickUMLS [43], which use natural language processing and term
matching between the keywords to express the high-level entity
and the terms used to describe entities in UMLS. In our experiments
we use MetaMap, and leave the studying the impact of alternative
entity extraction techniques to future work.

3.3 Entity Expansion
Once the entities that form the query have been extracted, an op-
tional expansion step can be applied to broaden the query with
related entities. This step is optional — if not applied, the resulting
query may, however, be narrow and thus not suited for recall-
oriented searches; but may be su�cient for precision-oriented
searches. To identify expansions, entities (UMLS CUIs) are embed-
ded into a high-dimensional vector space (using word embeddings
techniques [46]). The cosine similarity between each entity in the
proto-query and any entity in the embedding space is computed.
For each proto-query entity, the k entities with the highest cosine
similarity are selected and included in the query, respecting the
query’s logical structure, and the entities contained in the proto-
query. We classify this method of entity expansion [E]mbedding.
Note that other methods are possible to perform entity expansion:
we could consider methods of medical entity similarity surveyed
by relevant literature [7, 19, 31] — we leave this for future work.

3.4 Keywords Mapping
Queries are then processed so as to transform entities (CUIs) into
keywords— these could be singlewords or phrases. Several methods
to map entities to keywords are explored in this research:

[M]atch: The original keywords matched by the NLP tool to
extract entities from high-level concepts are used to map back
these entities to keywords and are added to the query. When
using MetaMap as an NLP tool, this corresponds to using
Matched terms. Note that this method can only be used when
directly applied to the proto-query, i.e., when no entity extrac-
tion has been performed.

[P]referred: The UMLS Preferred terms associated to an en-
tity (CUI) are added to the query.

[A]liases: An entity in UMLS is associated to one or more terms
which describe aliases for that entity. All the identi�ed terms
are then added to the query.

[F]requent: Rather than adding all aliases of an entity, only the
most frequently used term is added to the query. The intuition
for this method is derived from work by Jimmy et al. [13].

6Although other suitable terminologies may be used (e.g., MeSH, SNOMED CT, etc.).
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ABSTRACT
Formulating Boolean queries for systematic review literature search
is a challenging task. Commonly, queries are formulated by inform-
ation specialists using the protocol speci�ed in the review and
interactions with the research team. Information specialists have
in-depth experience on how to formulate queries in this domain,
but may not have in-depth knowledge about the reviews’ topics.
Query formulation requires a signi�cant amount of time and e�ort,
and is performed interactively; specialists repeatedly formulate
queries, attempt to validate their results, and reformulate speci�c
Boolean clauses. In this paper, we investigate the possibility of auto-
matically formulating a Boolean query from the systematic review
protocol. We propose a novel �ve-step approach to automatic query
formulation, speci�c to Boolean queries in this domain, which ap-
proximates the process by which information specialists formulate
queries. In this process, we use syntax parsing to derive the logical
structure of high-level concepts in a query, automatically extract
and map concepts to entities in order to perform entity expansion,
and �nally apply post-processing operations (such as stemming and
search �lters).
Automatic query formulation for systematic review literature

search has several bene�ts: (i) it can provide reviewers with an
indication of the types of studies that will be retrieved, without
the involvement of an information specialist, (ii) it can provide in-
formation specialists with an initial query to begin the formulation
process, (iii) it can provide researchers that perform rapid reviews
with a method to quickly perform searches.ACM Reference Format:Harrisen Scells, Guido Zuccon, Bevan Koopman, and Justin Clark. 2020.
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1 INTRODUCTIONA systematic review is a literature review that synthesises all relev-
ant studies for a particular research question. Systematic reviews
are common in the medical �eld, where they are important as they
form the foundation of evidence based medicine, informing clinical
practice, and guiding governmental and regulatory decisions.
Systematic reviews are often thought of as a total recall task,

as they attempt to identify and synthesise all studies relevant to
the review. In practice, systematic reviews attempt to achieve total
recall through a variety of methods including prior knowledge of
relevant studies from medical researchers, snowballing1, and, most
importantly, by formulating a search strategy to retrieve studies
from large biomedical digital libraries (databases). Besides standard
systematic reviews, other types of reviews exist where the need
for total recall is relaxed, e.g., scoping reviews aim to identify key
concepts and gaps within a research topic, and rapid reviews aim
to provide timely information about a research question. These
alternative types of reviews do not aim for total recall, but instead
bene�t from high precision. Nevertheless, regardless of the pref-
erence towards recall vs. precision, searching is the primary way
studies are found.A single systematic review may use multiple search strategies
to �nd studies for inclusion. Search strategies are comprised of: (i)
the database the search is submitted to, (ii) the date the search is
performed (as well as any date restrictions on the publication date
of studies), and most importantly, (iii) the query that is submitted.
Formulating a query for a systematic review, however, is a chal-

lenging task and is commonly undertaken by highly trained in-
formation specialists (e.g., specialist medical librarians). It involves
constructing a complex Boolean query in order to �nd (all) relevant
citations. In particular, the query must retrieve studies that, when
synthesised in the review, contribute to the answering of the re-
view’s (generally highly focused) research question. Information
specialists use domain knowledge, query formulation guidelines
(e.g., [3, 9]), experience, and intuition in order to formulate quer-
ies [3].
Typically, information specialists begin the query formulation

process by analysing a brief statement about the topic of the sys-
tematic review, its protocol, and a possible handful of citations1Snowballing is the process by which new studies are found by examining the citations

of other studies.
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Abstract

We present RobotReviewer, an open-
source web-based system that uses ma-
chine learning and NLP to semi-automate
biomedical evidence synthesis, to aid
the practice of Evidence-Based Medicine.
RobotReviewer processes full-text jour-
nal articles (PDFs) describing randomized
controlled trials (RCTs). It appraises the
reliability of RCTs and extracts text de-
scribing key trial characteristics (e.g., de-
scriptions of the population) using novel
NLP methods. RobotReviewer then auto-
matically generates a report synthesising
this information. Our goal is for RobotRe-
viewer to automatically extract and syn-
thesise the full-range of structured data
needed to inform evidence-based practice.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Decisions regarding patient healthcare should be
informed by all available evidence; this is the phi-
losophy underpinning Evidence-based Medicine
(EBM) (Sackett, 1997). But realizing this aim
is difficult, in part because clinical trial results
are primarily disseminated as free-text journal ar-
ticles. Moreover, the biomedical literature base
is growing exponentially (Bastian et al., 2010).
It is now impossible for a practicing clinician to
keep up to date by reading primary research arti-
cles, even in a narrow specialty (Moss and Marcus,
2017). Thus healthcare decisions today are often
made without full consideration of the existing ev-
idence.

Systematic reviews (SRs) are an important tool
for enabling the practice of EBM despite this data
deluge. SRs are reports that exhaustively identify
and synthesise all published evidence pertinent to
a specific clinical question. SRs include an as-
sessment of research biases, and often a statistical

…

RobotReviewer
Unstructured free-text articles 

describing clinical trials

Synthesised, structured evidence report

Figure 1: RobotReviewer is an open-source NLP
system that extracts and synthesises evidence from
unstructured articles describing clinical trials.

meta-analysis of trial results. SRs inform all lev-
els of healthcare, from national policies and guide-
lines to bedside decisions. But the expanding pri-
mary research base has made producing and main-
taining SRs increasingly onerous (Bastian et al.,
2010; Wallace et al., 2013). Identifying, extract-
ing, and combining evidence from free-text arti-
cles describing RCTs is difficult, time-consuming,
and laborious. One estimate suggests that a sin-
gle SR requires thousands of person hours (Allen
and Olkin, 1999); and a recent analysis suggests it
takes an average of nearly 70 weeks to publish a
review (Borah et al., 2017). This incurs huge fi-
nancial cost, particularly because reviews are per-
formed by highly-trained persons.

To keep SRs current with the literature then we
must develop new methods to expedite evidence
synthesis. Specifically, we need tools that can help
identify, extract, assess and summarize evidence
relevant to specific clinical questions from free-
text articles describing RCTs. Toward this end,
this paper describes RobotReviewer (RR; Figure
1), an open-source system that automates aspects

http://www.robotreviewer.net/
Marshall, Iain J., Joël Kuiper, Edward Banner, and Byron C. Wallace. "Automating biomedical 
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of the training set by random sampling so that it includes
fewer non!RCTs than RCTs).

Since the number of hyperparameter combinations is
vast (we conservatively estimate at 3 billion unique possi-
bilities for our CNN design), and each trial may take
several hours to run, evaluating all possible combina-
tions is not feasible. We therefore chose an approach
known as Bayesian hyperparameter selection, which is
the state!of!the!art for this task.

For all models, we optimized hyperparameters using
the hyperopt package using a Tree of Parzen Estimators
algorithm with 500 iterations.19 For the final evaluations,
we used the single best!performing hyperparameters and
trained on the entire Cochrane Crowd set. These best!
performing models were then evaluated on the Hedges
dataset.

For SVMs, at the optimization stage, we compared
unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams, each with and without
the use of additional indicator features for words that
appeared in the title. We evaluated the performance of
raw token counts versus the use of term frequency/inverse
document frequency weighting.20 We additionally opti-
mized class weighting, the undersampling ratio, and L2
regularization strength.21 The optimal parameters chosen
are shown in Box 2; the full details of the search space are
provided in the Appendix.

For CNNs, using the same process as the SVMs, we
optimized the class weighting, the sampling ratio, and
the L2 regularization strength. We additionally examined
the effect of different numbers and sizes of filters (based
on the ranges suggested by Zhang et al7) and differing
ratios of dropout (where a proportion of units and connec-
tions are dropped at random during training; a widely
used strategy to prevent overfitting in neural networks22).

Finally, CNNs require a fixed vocabulary size; we exam-
ined the effect varying this size (where words were
included in order of frequency in the training corpus).
The final chosen hyperparameters are given in Box 3;
the search spaces are provided in the Appendix.

FIGURE 5 Schematic illustrating convolutional neural network architecture for text classification. Here, yi is the label (RCT or not) for
document i,w is a weight vector associated with the classification layer, and xi is the vector representation of document i induced by the CNN

Box 2 Hyperparameters used for the final
SVM

Class weighting: RCTs: 12.4, non!RCTs: 1.0
Sampling ratio: 9.2 non!RCTs for each 1 RCT
Regularization type: L2
Regularization strength (alpha): 0.00092
Ngrams: 1
Number of iterations: 66
Loss type: Hinge

Box 3 Hyperparameters used for the final
CNN

Class weighting: RCTs: 3.86, non!RCTs: 1.0
Sampling ratio: 6.0 non!RCTs for each 1 RCT
Dropout: 0.160
Filter sizes: 1, 3, 5
Number of additional hidden layers: 0
Number of filters: 150
L2 normalization constant: 3.33
Maximum token features: 12500
Number of epochs: 2
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Figure 1. How articles are retrieved, annotated, and stored. ICTRP: International Clinical Trials Registry Platform; PICO: populations, interventions/comparators,

and outcomes; RCT: randomized controlled trial.

Table 1. Summary of Trialstreamer components

Component Model architecture How used in Trialstreamer Data

RCT vs non-RCT

study classifier

Ensemble of support vector ma-

chine and convolutional neural

network models4

Previously validated model4 used

with new “balanced” classifica-

tion threshold

Training and parameter tuning on 280 000

abstracts with crowdsourced labels from

Cochrane Crowd

Evaluation on 49,028 abstracts manually la-

beled by the Clinical Hedges team

Human vs non-human

study classifier

Support vector machine model,

based on Cohen et al9
New model trained and validated,

based on prior method

467 153 abstracts of RCTs from PubMed, us-

ing MeSH term “Humans”

Training and parameter tuning on 75% of

data, evaluation on withheld 25% of data

Sample size extraction Multilayer perceptron model for

classifying integers in abstracts

New model trained and validated Trained on 8935 abstracts with sample sizes

(6315 taken from structured results data in

ClinicalTrials.gov; 2620 manually labelled

by our team)

Evaluation on 500 separate abstracts manu-

ally labelled by the authors

PICO text spans LSTM-CRF model12 Previously validated model used

unchanged12

5000 abstracts with from EBM-NLP data-

set12

Model training/parameter tuning on 4,800

abstracts labeled by lay crowd workers.

Evaluation on 200 withheld abstracts labeled

by medical doctors

PICO concepts Rule-based concept extraction, fol-

lowing the method of Metamap
Lite by Demner-Fushman et al17

Reimplementation of previously

described method

972 371 selected concepts (CUIs) and their as-

sociated text from the UMLS Metathesau-

rus 2019 edition. Concepts included were

from the source vocabularies: SNOMED

CT, RxNorm, MeSH, MedDRA, and the

World Health Organization ATC classifica-

tion system

Evaluation on 1497 unseen abstracts with

crowd-sourced PICO MeSH labels from

Cochrane Crowd

Risk of bias Logistic regression model with L2

regularization, using bag-of-

words representation (unigrams,

bigrams and trigrams) of the title

and abstract text to generate an

overall score

New model trained and validated 13 463 abstracts of RCTs with Cochrane

Risk of Bias tool assessments in the

Cochrane Library: 60% used for training;

40% withheld for evaluation

ATC: Anatomic Therapeutic Chemical; CUI: concept unique identifier; LSTM-CRF: long short-term memory conditional random fields; MedDRA: Medical

Dictionary for Regulatory Activities; MeSH: Medical Subject Headings; RCT: randomized controlled trial; SNOMED CT: Systematized Nomenclature of Medi-

cine Clinical Terms; UMLS: Unified Medical Language System.
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interface (Figures 2 and 3; https://trialstreamer.robotreviewer.net/). This interface capitalizes 

on the extracted data to allow users to precisely structure queries to address a clinical 

question of interest, and to automatically rank retrieved articles to prioritise the largest and 

highest quality trials. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Screenshot of the Trialstreamer web interface home page 
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On demand summarization



Unstructured inputs 
(titles and abstracts)

This trial investigated 
some stuff and found… 
the results suggest that 
the one treatment is 
better than the other 
probably

Codeine or tylenol?

Another trial

We enrolled 50 
patients to compare 
the effects of two 
treatments. There 
were no patients lost 
to follow-up.

…

200 patients were 
recruited and 
enrolled in this 
randomized trial to 
compare the effects 
of NSAIDs and 
placebos …

NSAIDs vs Placebo

There is not enough 
evidence to say that 
aspirin is superior to 
placebo in treating pain.
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(Vanilla) multi-document summarization
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ROUGE on different models: 
basically equivalent

But this says nothing about how accurate these summaries are. 





relevance

fluency

factuality



Vaccines against SARS-CoV-2 cannot be recommended 
for routine clinical practice at this time. There is a need for 
well-designed RCTs with long-term follow-up to evaluate 
the efficacy and safety of vaccines against this disease in 
healthy adults … 

An actual example



• Potential for real impact and “easy wins”

• Lots of readily accessible data (and tasks)

• Challenges are many: Many relate to how to build IR / 
language technology that is actually useful

• My advice: Work with domain experts to understand needs

TL;DR: IR for biomedical literature
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Abstract
Analyzing user messages in social media can mea-
sure different population characteristics, including pub-
lic health measures. For example, recent work has cor-
related Twitter messages with influenza rates in the
United States; but this has largely been the extent of
mining Twitter for public health. In this work, we
consider a broader range of public health applications
for Twitter. We apply the recently introduced Ailment
Topic Aspect Model to over one and a half million
health related tweets and discover mentions of over
a dozen ailments, including allergies, obesity and in-
somnia. We introduce extensions to incorporate prior
knowledge into this model and apply it to several tasks:
tracking illnesses over times (syndromic surveillance),
measuring behavioral risk factors, localizing illnesses
by geographic region, and analyzing symptoms and
medication usage. We show quantitative correlations
with public health data and qualitative evaluations of
model output. Our results suggest that Twitter has broad
applicability for public health research.

Introduction
Twitter, Facebook and other social media encourage fre-
quent user expressions of their thoughts, opinions and ran-
dom details of their lives. Tweets and status updates range
from important events to inane comments. Most messages
contain little informational value but the aggregation of mil-
lions of messages can generate important knowledge. Sev-
eral Twitter studies have demonstrated that aggregating mil-
lions of messages can provide valuable insights into a pop-
ulation. Barbosa and Feng (2010) classified tweets by sen-
timent, a first step towards measuring public opinion, such
as political sentiment, which has been shown to track public
political opinion and predict election results (Tumasjan et
al. 2010; O’Connor et al. 2010). Eisenstein et al. (2010)
studied lexical variations across geographic areas directly
from tweets. Others have monitored the spread of news (Ler-
man and Ghosh 2010), detected the first mention of news
events (Petrović, Osborne, and Lavrenko 2010), and moni-
tored earthquakes (Sakaki, Okazaki, and Matsuo 2010).
Copyright c� 2011, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

Twitter users often publicly express personal information;
messages like “I gots da flu” and “sick with this flu it’s taking
over my body ughhhh” are common. Knowing that a specific
user has the flu may not be interesting, but millions of such
messages can be revealing, such as tracking the influenza
rate in the United Kingdom and United States (Lampos and
Cristianini 2010; Culotta 2010b). While many studies have
analyzed influenza rates and tracking in Twitter, these have
largely been the limits of mining public health information
from Twitter.

We believe Twitter can have a greater impact on public
health informatics than just influenza tracking. A cursory
examination of health related tweets reveals more detailed
information: the message “Had to pop a Benadryl....allergies
are the worst....ughh” indicates a user suffering from aller-
gies and treating with Benadryl. “my g-ma is so cute when
she’s all doped up on Vicadin (sic.) for her foot” indicates
Vicodin as a treatment for foot pain. Furthermore, tweets
are not isolated events: they occur with specific times, lo-
cations, languages and users. Aggregating over millions of
users could provide new tools for public health research.

This paper asks: what public health information can be
learned from Twitter? While previous studies focused on
specific questions (influenza rates) with specific models
(keyword or statistical classifier for flu tweets), we ask an
open question with a general model: the newly introduced
Ailment Topic Aspect Model (ATAM) (Paul and Dredze
2011). Previous work introduced ATAM, created a data set
and replicated influenza tracking results. This work im-
proves the model using prior knowledge, and reports results
for several new applications: geographic syndromic surveil-
lance for multiple ailments (tracking illness over time and
location), correlating behavioral risk factors with ailments,
and analyzing correlations of symptoms and treatments with
ailments. Our results include quantitative correlations with
government data as well as qualitative evaluations of model
output. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to
use social media sources for a broad range of public health
informatics on a range of ailments, rather than a narrow set
of applications on one or two ailments.

Ailment Allergies Depression Aches/Pains Cancer Obesity Flu Dental
Prior Allergies Anxiety Back Pain Breast Cancer Diabetes Flu Oral Health

Frequency 6.4% 5.8% 10.8% 8.0% 2.3% 8.1% 4.6%
General Words allergies help body cancer blood flu meds

stop dont head pray doctor “swine flu” killers
eyes body need mom high “flu shot” dentist

allergic depression hurts shes meds dont teeth
Symptoms sneezing pain pain pain pressure fever pain

cold anxiety aches sad “high blood cold toothache
coughing stomach stomach “breast cancer” pressure” “sore throat” sore

Treatments medicine surgery massage surgery hospital hospital braces
benadryl treatment “hot bath” hospital diet vaccine surgery
claritin plastic ibuprofen “heart surgery” exercise medicine antibiotics

Figure 1: Seven ailments discovered by ATAM+ represented by their most likely words, symptoms, treatments and the label
independently assigned by two annotators. We also include the disease article used as a prior, and the discovered frequency of
the ailment p(a) in the 1.63 million tweets. Phrased extracted from the output are also shown.

Model Total Correct MRR Correct MRR
(S) (S) (T) (T)

Discovered Ailments to Articles
ATAM 12 2 0.33 4 0.51
ATAM+ 13 3 0.42 6 0.63

Articles to Discovered Ailments
ATAM 12 0 0.23 0 0.36
ATAM+ 13 1 0.32 5 0.54

Table 1: Results for aligning WebMD articles with discov-
ered ailments using symptom (S) and treatment (T) models.
Correct indicates the number of ailments with the correct an-
swer at rank 1. Higher MRR means better matches between
the articles and the discovered ailments.

(Table 1) show that ATAM+ outperforms ATAM, showing
that the priors produced more coherent ailments. We also
find that treatments are more consistent than symptoms, not
an unexpected result given the commonality of symptoms
for many of the ailments.

What Can be Learned from Twitter?
Given our evaluations suggesting that Twitter contains valu-
able information, we wonder: what public health informa-
tion can be learned from Twitter? Using ATAM+, we explore
several aspects of public health, including temporal and ge-
ographic impacts on medical wellbeing, and investigations
into how the public treats illness.

Syndromic Surveillance
Public health data mining from Twitter has concentrated
on syndromic surveillance, which tracks trends in medi-
cal conditions over time. Tracking influenza infections are
especially conducive to syndromic surveillance since they
are episodic and widespread. ATAM+ discovers many ail-
ments, one of which is “flu.” We measured the correla-
tion between the probability of the flu ailment for each
week (using the total tweets for that week) between mid-
August 2009 to October 20103 with the influenza rate in

3Earlier time periods contained gaps in the data.

Figure 2: Influenza rate from August 2009 to October 2010
as measured by CDC FluView (measured as percentage of
specimen’s that tested positive for influenza) and ATAM+’s
“flu” ailment (the normalized probability of the “flu” ailment
given the week): correlation coefficient of 0.958.

the United States measured by the CDC, which collects and
publishes detailed weekly statistics under FluView.4 Results
with ATAM+ (Figure 2) yielded a Pearson correlation co-
efficient of 0.958; ATAM obtained a correlation of 0.934.
For comparison, we measured the correlation by normal-
izing using just the health related tweets, which considers
the percentage of health related messages that discuss the
flu. ATAM+ had a correlation of 0.966; ATAM had 0.881.
For comparison, these numbers are in the range of the 0.95
of Culotta (2010a) and the 0.97 of Lampos and Cristian-
ini (2010)5. However, an important difference is that these
systems are trained to fit government data using regression,

4http://www.cdc.gov/flu/weekly/
5The former considers an unknown number of tweets from

September 2009 to May 2010; the latter considers approximately
26 million UK-based messages from the second half of 2009.
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Search and Breast Cancer: On Episodic Shifts of Attention
over Life Histories of an Illness
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We seek to understand the evolving needs of people who are faced with a life-changing medical diagnosis
based on analyses of queries extracted from an anonymized search query log. Focusing on breast cancer,
we manually tag a set of Web searchers as showing patterns of search behavior consistent with someone
grappling with the screening, diagnosis, and treatment of breast cancer. We build and apply probabilistic
classifiers to detect these searchers from multiple sessions and to identify the timing of diagnosis using
temporal and statistical features. We explore the changes in information seeking over time before and after
an inferred diagnosis of breast cancer by aligning multiple searchers by the estimated time of diagnosis. We
employ the classifier to automatically identify 1,700 candidate searchers with an estimated 90% precision,
and we predict the day of diagnosis within 15 days with an 88% accuracy. We show that the geographic and
demographic attributes of searchers identified with high probability are strongly correlated with ground
truth of reported incidence rates. We then analyze the content of queries over time for inferred cancer
patients, using a detailed ontology of cancer-related search terms. The analysis reveals the rich temporal
structure of the evolving queries of people likely diagnosed with breast cancer. Finally, we focus on subtypes
of illness based on inferred stages of cancer and show clinically relevant dynamics of information seeking
based on the dominant stage expressed by searchers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When faced with significant life-changing events such as the onset of a serious illness,
people often turn to search engines to better understand their situation and to collect
information to guide decisions. Receiving a diagnosis of a serious cancer is shocking and
life changing. Patients are immediately faced with medical, psychological, financial,
cosmetic, and social challenges. On the medical side, patients are quickly immersed in
new terminology about diagnosis, prognosis, and multiple critical and potentially time-
sensitive decisions about alternative courses of treatment. Patients and their loved
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Fig. 2. Raw (above) and normalized (below) average number of queries per day for different search cate-
gories. The day on the x-axis is with respect to the pivot point, while the y-axis value is averaged between
the values of the two surrounding pivot points. Standard error of the unsmoothed values is shown for the
topmost curve. Details are given in Section 7.2.

et al. 2013] and mean times from diagnosis to surgery of 5.6 weeks and surgery to
chemotherapy as 6.3 weeks in the U.S. [Vandergrift et al. 2013]. The average times
in our data are likely shorter because, for example, people will search for treatment
before the treatment actually begins.

When considering only a single pivot point, we simply plot the volume at each point
dp. When visualizing volume across multiple pivots, there are regions that include vol-
ume measurements from two different pivot points: for example, between the screening
and DDX points, dscreening = 3 and dDDX = !17 correspond to the same point on the
x-axis. The volume at such points is measured as an average of the volume at that
point from the two surrounding pivots, weighted by the distance from the pivots. For
example, the volume 17 days before DDX is given as 3

20 the volume at dDDX = !17 and
17
20 the volume at dscreening = 3. The weighting is uniform at the halfway point between
two pivots. The motivation for this weighted scheme is so points most immediately
before and after a pivot are more heavily represented by the volume around the nearby
pivot.

We gathered statistics from a larger number of searchers for the studies with align-
ments; we used the DDX classifier with 100% recall, which is highly accurate within
two weeks. These figures are generated using the set of 1,700 searchers estimated with
90% precision to be recently diagnosed. Not all search histories span all points in time,
and fewer than a hundred searchers are represented at 365 days before and after the
day of diagnosis. These plots (and all others in this subsection) are smoothed by taking
a uniform average with days dp ± |dp|/5 for each pivot p with a maximum of ±10 days;
this results in stronger smoothing further from the pivot points where there are fewer

ACM Transactions on the Web, Vol. 10, No. 2, Article 13, Publication date: April 2016.
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Abstract

The ongoing pandemic has heightened the
need for developing tools to flag COVID-19-
related misinformation on the internet, specif-
ically on social media such as Twitter. How-
ever, due to novel language and the rapid
change of information, existing misinforma-
tion detection datasets are not effective for
evaluating systems designed to detect misin-
formation on this topic. Misinformation detec-
tion can be divided into two sub-tasks: (i) re-
trieval of misconceptions relevant to posts be-
ing checked for veracity, and (ii) stance detec-
tion to identify whether the posts Agree, Dis-
agree, or express No Stance towards the re-
trieved misconceptions. To facilitate research
on this task, we release COVIDLIES1, a dataset
of 6761 expert-annotated tweets to evaluate
the performance of misinformation detection
systems on 86 different pieces of COVID-19
related misinformation. We evaluate existing
NLP systems on this dataset, providing initial
benchmarks and identifying key challenges for
future models to improve upon.

1 Introduction

Detecting spread of misinformation such as, ru-
mors, hoaxes, fake news, propaganda, spear phish-
ing, and conspiracy theories, is an important task
for natural language processing (Thorne et al.,
2017; Shu et al., 2017; Thorne and Vlachos, 2018).
Online social media networks provide particularly
fertile ground for the spread of misinformation—
they lack gate-keeping and regulations, users pub-
lish content without having to go through an editor,
peer review, verification of qualification, or pro-
viding sources, and social networks tend to create
“echo chambers” or closed networks of communi-
cation insulated from disagreements.

⇤First four authors contributed equally.
1https://ucinlp.github.io/covid19

Tweet: “Coronavirus CV19 was a top secret biological
warfare experiment. That is why it is only affecting the
poor.”
Misconception: “Coronavirus is genetically engineered.”
Label: Agree

Tweet: “It looks like we are all going to have to wait much
longer for a #COVID19 vaccine.”
Misconception: “We’re very close to a vaccine.”
Label: Disagree

Tweet: “CDC: Coronavirus spreads rapidly in dense popu-
lations with public transit and regular social gatherings.”
Misconception: “Coronavirus cannot live in warm and
tropical temperatures.”
Label: No Stance

Figure 1: COVIDLIES Dataset. Given a tweet, we
annotate whether any of the known misconceptions
are expressed in the tweet, in particular, if the tweet
spreads the misconception (e.g., they Agree), combats
the spread of the misconception (e.g., they Disagree),
or takes No Stance towards the misconception.

The COVID-19 pandemic has created a pressing
need for tools to combat the spread of misinforma-
tion. Since the pandemic affects the global commu-
nity, there is a wide audience seeking information
about the topic, whose safety is threatened by adver-
sarial agents invested in spreading misinformation
for political and economic reasons. Furthermore,
due to the complexity of medical and public health
issues, it is also difficult to be completely accu-
rate and factual, leading to disagreements that get
exacerbated with misinformation. This difficulty
is compounded by the rapid evolution of knowl-
edge regarding the disease. As researchers learn
more about the virus, statements that seemed true
may turn out to be false, and vice versa. Detect-
ing this spread of pandemic-related misinforma-
tion, thus, has become a critical problem, receiving
significant attention from government and public
health organizations (WHO, 2020), social media
platforms (TechCrunch, 2020), and news agencies
(BBC, 2020; CNN, 2020; New York Times, 2020).
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Figure 1: COVIDLIES Dataset. Given a tweet, we
annotate whether any of the known misconceptions
are expressed in the tweet, in particular, if the tweet
spreads the misconception (e.g., they Agree), combats
the spread of the misconception (e.g., they Disagree),
or takes No Stance towards the misconception.

The COVID-19 pandemic has created a pressing
need for tools to combat the spread of misinforma-
tion. Since the pandemic affects the global commu-
nity, there is a wide audience seeking information
about the topic, whose safety is threatened by adver-
sarial agents invested in spreading misinformation
for political and economic reasons. Furthermore,
due to the complexity of medical and public health
issues, it is also difficult to be completely accu-
rate and factual, leading to disagreements that get
exacerbated with misinformation. This difficulty
is compounded by the rapid evolution of knowl-
edge regarding the disease. As researchers learn
more about the virus, statements that seemed true
may turn out to be false, and vice versa. Detect-
ing this spread of pandemic-related misinforma-
tion, thus, has become a critical problem, receiving
significant attention from government and public
health organizations (WHO, 2020), social media
platforms (TechCrunch, 2020), and news agencies
(BBC, 2020; CNN, 2020; New York Times, 2020).

Hossain et al., 2020



Health claims on reddit

RedHOT: A Corpus of Annotated Medical Questions, Experiences, and
Claims on Social Media

Anonymous EMNLP submission

Abstract

We present Reddit Health Online Talk001
(RedHOT), a corpus of 22,000 richly anno-002
tated social media posts from Reddit spanning003
24 health conditions. Annotations include de-004
marcations of spans corresponding to medi-005
cal claims, personal experiences, and ques-006
tions. We collect additional granular anno-007
tations on identified claims. Specifically, we008
mark snippets that describe patient Populations,009
Interventions, and Outcomes (PIO elements).010
Using this corpus, we introduce the task of011
retrieving trustworthy evidence relevant to a012
given claim made on social media. We propose013
a new method to automatically derive (noisy)014
supervision for this task which we use to train015
a dense retrieval model; this outperforms base-016
line models. Manual evaluation of retrieval017
results performed by medical doctors indicate018
that while our system performance is promis-019
ing, there is considerable room for improve-020
ment. We will release all annotations collected021
(and scripts to assemble the dataset), and all022
code necessary to reproduce the results in this023
paper upon publication.024

1 Introduction025

Social media platforms such as Reddit provide in-026

dividuals places to discuss (potentially rare) med-027

ical conditions that affect them. This allows in-028

dividuals to communicate with others who share029

in their condition, exchanging information about030

symptom trajectories, personal experiences, and031

treatment options. Such communities can provide032

support (Biyani et al., 2014) and access to informa-033

tion about rare conditions which may otherwise be034

difficult to find (Glenn, 2015).035

However, the largely unvetted nature of social036

media platforms make them vulnerable to mis- and037

disinformation (Swire-Thompson and Lazer, 2019).038

An illustrative and timely example is the idea that039

consuming bleach might be a viable treatment for040

r/ibs

r/Psychosis

r/Costochondritis

I just ordered Metamucil bc I read 
psyllium may be better for IBS-D. 
Or maybe the fiber is what is making 
me go more? Definitely produces 

more gas.

Surprising I'm seeing research articles that 
ketamine doesn't increase psychosis risk or 

induce psychosis past the duration of the drug. I 
only took a brief look into it. Has anyone here had 
ketamine induced psychosis? What is r/psychosis 

experience with ketamine? 

Ive had costo for a while, usually comes and 
goes. Done all the heart / lung checks all clear.

Ive just recovered covid and what I'm left with is 
chest pain / pressure. I mean it could be a costo 

flare up which makes sense, but also been 
reading about myocarditis after covid and I’m 

worried.

Figure 1: Illustrative examples of health-related posts
on Reddit forums.

COVID-19,1 which quickly gained traction on so- 041

cial media. All misinformation can be dangerous, 042

but medical misinformation poses unique risks to 043

public health, especially as individuals increasingly 044

turn to social media to inform personal health deci- 045

sions (Nobles et al., 2018; Barua et al., 2020). 046

In this paper, we introduce RedHOT: an anno- 047

tated dataset of health-related claims, questions, 048

and personal experiences posted on Reddit.2 This 049

dataset can support development of a wide range 050

of models for processing health-related posts from 051

social media. Unlike existing health-related social 052

media corpora, RedHOT: (a) Covers a broad range 053

of health topics (e.g., not just COVID-19), and, 054

(b) Comprises “natural” claims collected from real 055

1
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/sep/

19/bleach-miracle-cure-amazon-covid

2The Reddit posts we have collected are public and typi-
cally made under anonymous pseudonyms, but nonetheless
these are health-related comments and so inherently sensitive.
To respect this, we (a) notified all users in the dataset of their
(potential) inclusion in this corpus, and provided opportunity
to opt-out, and, (b) we do not release the data directly, but
rather a script to download annotated comments, so that indi-
viduals may choose to remove their comments in the future.

1



Annotating health-related reddit posts
Reddit post Span labels PIO elements from claims

I’ve seen a bunch of posts on here
from people who say that glycopyrro-
late suddenly isn’t working anymore
for hyperhidrosis. I’m one of those
person who has been facing this for a
while now. Just wondering if anyone
fixed it? Can’t really ask my GP about
it since he didn’t even know the meds
existed. He just prescribed them for
me when I asked for it

Claim: I’ve seen a bunch of posts on here
from people who say that glycopyrrolate sud-
denly isn’t working anymore for Hyperhidro-
sis
Question: Just wondering if anyone fixed
it?

P hyperhidrosis
I glycopyrrolate

so i recently read that adderall can
trigger a psychotic break & i was
prescribed adderall years ago for my
adhd but now i just have constant hal-
lucination episodes. anyone else ex-
perience adderall induced psychosis?

Claim: so i recently read that adderall can
trigger a psychotic break
Personal Experience: i was prescribed
adderall years ago for my adhd but now i
just have constant hallucination episodes
Question: anyone else experience adderall
induced psychosis?

P adhd
I adderall
O hallucinations

I’ve had costochondritis for a while,
usually comes and goes. Done all the
heart/lung checks all clear. I’ve just re-
covered covid and what I’m left with
is chest pain/pressure. I mean it could
be a costo flare up which makes sense,
but also been reading about myocardi-
tis after covid and I’m worried, how
can I tell which is which?

Claim: been reading about myocarditis af-
ter covid
Personal Experience: I’m left with is
chest pain/pressure
Question: how can I tell which is which?

P costochondritis
I covid
O myocarditis, chest-
pain

Table 1: Example annotations, which include: extracted spans (phase 1), and spans describing Populations,
Interventions, and Outcomes — PIO elements — within them (phase 2). We collect the latter only for claims.

To estimate required annotation time and determine150

fair pay rates, we ran an internal pilot with two PhD151

students (both broadly familiar with this research152

area) on 100 samples.6 To gauge quality and recruit153

workers from AMT, we ran two pilot experiments154

in which we collected sentence-level annotations155

on posts sampled from three medical populations156

(i.e., subreddits), comprising ⇠6,000 posts in all.157

We required all workers have an overall job ap-158

proval rate of �90%. Based on an initial set of159

AMT annotations we re-hired only workers who160

reliably followed annotation instructions (details161

in Appendix A), and we actively recruited the top162

workers to continue on with increased pay. We163

obtained annotations from at least three workers164

for each post, allowing for robust inference of ref-165

erence labels. Recruited workers were also paid166

periodic bonuses (equivalent to two hours of pay)167

based on the quality of their annotated samples.168

To evaluate annotation quality we calculate169

token-wise label agreement between annotators.170

For the first stage, agreement (Fleiss ) on labeled171

questions, experiences, and claims was 0.62, while172

for the second stage the agreement was 0.55. Given173

6Based on the estimate from our pilot experiments, payrate
for AMT workers was fixed to US $9 per hour for stage-
1 annotations and US $11 per hour for stage-2 annotations,
irrespective of geographic location.

that this is token-wise agreement, we view this as 174

moderately strong. 175

2.3 Dataset Details 176

Table 1 provides illustrative samples from 177

RedHOT and Table 2 provides some descriptive 178

statistics along with examples of included health 179

populations. We broadly characterize populations 180

(conditions) as Very Common, Common or Rare, 181

and sought a mix of these. This was not the only at- 182

tribute that informed which conditions we selected 183

for inclusion in our dataset, however. For example, 184

we wanted a mix of populations with respect to vol- 185

ume of online activity (e.g., the Diabetes subreddit 186

has over 60k active visitors; Lupus has 8k). We 187

also wanted to include both chronic and treatable 188

conditions (e.g., Narcolepsy is a rare and chronic 189

condition, while Gout is common and treatable), 190

and mental and physical disorders (e.g., ADHD, 191

Rheumatoid Arthritis). Another consideration was 192

whether a condition can be self-diagnosed or re- 193

quires professional assessment (e.g., Bulimia is 194

usually self-diagnosable but can potentially be life- 195

threatening; Gastroparesis is chronic but requires a 196

professional medical diagnosis). 197

The number of claims across different categories 198

of health populations are far outnumbered by ques- 199

tions (⇠10x) and experiences (⇠13x). The average 200

3



Average # per population Average # per claim

Population type # Posts Questions Experiences Claims Populations Interventions Outcomes

Very Common 5467 1101.82 1654.00 114.83 0.82 2.66 3.57
(Dysthymia, Hypothyroidism, Gout, etc)

Common 9539 847.01 1141.72 74.27 1.05 2.95 3.22
(Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Bulimia, Psychosis, etc)

Rare 7295 1028.50 1166.25 104.75 0.97 2.79 3.81
(Narcolepsy, Hyperhidrosis, Thyroid Cancer, etc)

Table 2: For descriptive purposes we categorize conditions into: Very Common (>3 million US cases per year),
Common (>200k US cases per year), and Rare (<200k US cases per year). We only include posts that do not
contain any media (photos/videos). Number of experiences here include claims based on personal experiences.
Diabetes is included as both Common (Type II) and a Rare (Type I) type.

Claims Experiences Questions

F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R

CRF (Lafferty et al., 2001) 33.87 35.61 32.29 40.08 40.52 39.64 86.89 85.55 88.27
BioRedditBERT (Basaldella et al., 2020) 45.16 70.92 33.29 59.51 62.49 58.92 93.61 89.29 98.37

Table 3: Results on the test-set of span-classification to identify pure claims, questions, and experiences.

We consider transformer-based models as baselines256

for this sequence tagging task, namely variants of257

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019).8 BERT258

variants yield contextualized dense representations259

of input tokens, which we then use to predict PIO260

labels by adding a linear layer on top of the en-261

coder outputs. Table 4 summarizes results from the262

best-performing model (results from other variants263

provided in Appendix C).264

3.3 Evidence Retrieval265

For the retrieval task we assume the model is given:266

(i) The original Reddit post and a claim; (ii) PIO267

elements associated with that claim, and; (iii) A268

large set of candidate articles featuring trustworthy269

evidence to rank. We use ⇠800,000 abstracts from270

Trialstreamer9 (Marshall et al., 2020), a continu-271

ously updated database of reports of randomized272

controlled trials (RCTs). RCTs are appropriate here273

because of our focus on causal claims — results274

from randomized trials are the most reliable means275

of evaluating such assertions (Meldrum, 2000).276

3.3.1 Task Formulation277

Formally, we represent a single input instance as278

(p, cj , popj , intj , outj) where p is a post comprising279

n sentences, cj is the jth claim, and popj , intj , outj280

are the sets of populations, interventions, outcomes281

associated with claim j.282

8We also explored t5 (Raffel et al., 2020) with middling
results, which we report in the Appendix.

9
https://trialstreamer.ieai.robotreviewer.net/

The model is tasked with extracting relevant ab- 283

stracts from the candidate set C,which comprises 284

abstracts from published clinical trial reports. This 285

is particularly challenging because a large number 286

of candidates can mention the same set of PIO enti- 287

ties (i.e., investigate the same interventions and/or 288

outcomes), but in a context unrelated to the claim 289

being made in the social media post. This may be 290

especially problematic for retrieval methods based 291

primarily on string overlap measures. We therefore 292

propose a learning based approach. This requires 293

supervision; we next describe our approach to de- 294

riving this automatically. 295

3.3.2 Pseudo Training Data 296

Supervised neural retrieval models require anno- 297

tations indicating the relevance of instances (here, 298

published evidence) to inputs (claims on social me- 299

dia). We do not have such judgments, and so in- 300

stead derive “pseudo” training data automatically. 301

We started with ⇠800,000 abstracts of medi- 302

cal RCTs in Trialstreamer. We then used Reddit 303

posts containing pure claims as templates to cre- 304

ate pseudo matches between medical claims and 305

abstracts. Specifically, we substituted annotated 306

PIO elements in claims made within Reddit posts 307

with PIO elements sampled from Trialstreamer ab- 308

stracts. (Trialstreamer includes PICO elements au- 309

tomatically extracted from all articles that it in- 310

dexes.) This yields pairs of (a) naturally occur- 311

ring claims (with their PIO spans replaced) and (b) 312

RCT abstracts that are relevant to said claims by 313

5
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Ketamine and Psychosis History: 
Antidepressant Efficacy and 
Psychotomimetic Effects Postinfusion

Abstract: Because of a theoretical risk of 
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r/Psychosis

Surprising I'm seeing research articles that 
ketamine doesn't increase psychosis risk or 

induce psychosis past the duration of the drug. I 
only took a brief look into it. Has anyone here had 
ketamine induced psychosis? What is r/psychosis 

experience with ketamine? 

Has anyone here had ketamine induced psychosis?
What is r/psychosis experience with ketamine?

Questions 
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Claims

None

(A) Extract questions, 
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(B) Extract PICO elements
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Population 

Interventions
ketamine

Outcomes
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(C) Retrieve relevant trustworthy evidence

Figure 2: Examples portraying potential use cases of our corpus. We showcase three distinct tasks, to be performed
in sequence. The first (A) entails extracting spans corresponding to claims (highlighted in bold) from a given Reddit
post. The second step (B) is to identify the PICO elements associated with each claim. In the final step (C), we use
the outputs of the first two models with the original post to obtain a dense representation, enabling us to retrieve
relevant evidence from a large dataset of trusted medical evidence (e.g., PubMed).

post length is ⇠117 tokens while the average length201

of a claim within a post is ⇠20 tokens. Questions202

and experiences have average lengths of ⇠11 and203

⇠27 tokens, respectively. We provide per condition204

statistics in Appendix B.205

3 Tasks and Evaluation206

RedHOT may support a range of tasks related to207

processing health-related social media posts. Here208

we focus on an important, timely task: Identifying209

medical claims on social media, and then retrieving210

relevant and trustworthy evidence that may support211

or refute them. Methods for this task could aid212

content moderation on health-related forums, by213

providing an efficient means to (in)validate claims.214

More generally, such methods may permit mean-215

ingful “fact checking” of health-related claims by216

providing relevant contextualizing evidence.217

We outline a three-step approach for this task.218

(1) Identify spans/sentences corresponding to pure219

claims. (2) Extract from these specific PICO ele-220

ments. (3) Retrieve clinical literature — specifi-221

cally, reports of RCTs — relevant to the claim, i.e.,222

the extracted PIO elements. We limit our focus to223

the problem of evidence retrieval here; future work224

might consider the subsequent step of automated225

claim validation on the basis on this.226
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ical doctors. 235
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Questions 237

We treat the first step as a sequence tagging task 238
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Lafferty et al. 2001), and Transformer-based mod- 241

els (Vaswani et al., 2017) — specifically BERT 242

variants (Devlin et al., 2019). The features for the 243

CRF we use are: Indicators of next, previous, and 244

current words; Part-of-speech tags from SciSpacy,7 245

and; Indicators encoding if sentences contain digits, 246
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BERT-based models, we add a linear layer on top 248

of contextualized token embeddings. We summa- 249

rize results from our best-performing model against 250

a CRF baseline in Table 3 (additional results in Ap- 251

pendix C). 252

3.2 Extracting PIO elements 253

From identified claims, we tag elements that corre- 254

spond to Populations, Interventions, and Outcomes. 255

7https://allenai.github.io/scispacy/
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Retrieving reliable evidence
Title of trial paper Link to abstract/trial

Claim: Vitamin D may prevent autoimmune diease Vitamin D and marine omega 3 fatty acid supplementation
and incident autoimmune disease: VITAL randomized controlled trial. https://dx.doi.org/10.1136/bmj-2021-066452

Post: Okay so... the only bloodwork for me that was pretty
abnormal was vitamin D. My neurologist did bloodwork
for it a year ago and it was in the 20s. He said it should
be 50+ and that Vitamin D may prevent autoimmune
diease. Are there any long term problems I should be
aware about if I can‚ how get it to go up?

Claim: been researching few weeks now and I recently came across
POTS Syndrome. I found that it affects your heart rate so I
decided to test mine while resting and then standing to see
if maybe thats what it could be.

Cardiovascular exercise as a treatment of postural orthostatic tachycardia
syndrome: A pragmatic treatment trial. https://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.hrthm.2021.01.017

Post: I just joined this group, so I apologize if this is not allowed. I have been
researching what I feel to be abnormal symptoms Ive been dealing with
the majority of my life (dizziness, nausea when standing, etc).. Anyways,
Ive been researching few weeks now and I recently came across POTS
Syndrome. I found that it affects your heart rate so I decided to test mine
while resting and then standing to see if maybe thats what it could be. I
took my heart rate three times while laying in bed. at 1:37am, by heart rate
was 73bpm. at 1:39am, my heart rate was 74bpm. at 1:40am, my heart
rate was 73 bpm again. I then stood up (right next to my bed) and
proceeded to take my heart rate again. Immediately it shot up to more
than double my resting heart rate at 1:41am my heart rate was 156bpm
i took it again a minute later and at 1:42am my heart rate was 153bpm.
Even if its not pots, just from standing up, I feel like this is not a normal
bodily response for the majority of the population. Dont know how to go
about getting this checked out. By the way, not sure if it matters, but
I am a 19 year old girl.

Claim: did some research and apparently smoking can effect bowel
movements (bloating,cramping) which is what i struggle with exactly The effect of alpha-tocopherol and beta-carotene supplementation on colorectal

adenomas in middle-aged male smokers. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10385137

Post: i have been a smoker for only 3 years, and i recently had the realisation
that my IBS(like) symptoms correlated to the same period of time i started
smoking, i then did some research and apparently smoking can effect
bowel movements (bloating,cramping) which is what i struggle with
exactly, so i dont know if anyone has a similar story or if quitting
smoking helped with their IBS ?

Claim: I read of the issues it can cause the body but so much out there has it. Glycemic Effects of Rebaudioside A and Erythritol in People with Glucose
Intolerance. https://dx.doi.org/10.4093/dmj.2016.40.4.283

Post: sugar alcohol vs sugar Just wondering what your thoughts are of sugar alcohol.
I noticed a lot of sugar free foods have sugar alcohol inplace of sugar. I read
of the issues it can cause the body but so much out there has it. Do you avoid
sugar alcohol products or do you embrace it as a sugar alternative?

Claim: I cant help thinking it may be related to my meds Clinical Observation of Levothyroxine Sodium Combined with Selenium in the
Treatment of Patients with Chronic Lymphocytic Thyroiditis

and Hypothyroidism and the Effects on Thyroid Function, Mood,
and Inflammatory Factors.

https://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2021/5471281

Post: I stopped taking Levothyroxin for about a month. Ever since I started
taking it again I feel like crying after taking it in the mornings. It could
be that I really dont want to go to work, but I cant help thinking it may
be related to my meds. Does this happen to anyone else?

Table 13: Examples of evidence abstracts (marked relevant by domain experts) retrieved by the RoBERTa-based
RedHOT-DER model trained on pseduo data.
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Similarity between claims and abstracts

P R F1 F1POP F1INT F1OUT

BioRedditBERT (Basaldella et al., 2020) 44.44 36.55 40.12 41.92 44.31 34.61
biomedRoBERTa (Gururangan et al., 2020) 38.80 21.48 27.66 30.54 28.13 24.54
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) 47.45 39.27 42.97 46.09 45.99 36.38

Table 4: Results on the test set for the token-level PICO tagging task.

construction. We provide examples of this pseudo314

matching in Appendix D. We generated a total of315

85,000 examples of (pseudo claims, evidence316

abstract) one-to-many pairs to be used to train317

a supervised neural retrieval model (described be-318

low). The generated examples may be noisy, but319

hopefully sufficient to train a model to retrieve med-320

ical abstracts relevant to health-related claims made321

on social media.322

3.3.3 RedHOT Dense Evidence Retriever323

We train a neural retrieval model on the RedHOT324

corpus, using a setup similar to DPR (Karpukhin325

et al., 2020). We first assemble a collection of326

m RCT abstracts to create an evidence corpus,327

A = {d1, d2, ..., dm}. There are hundreds of thou-328

sands of RCTs, so we need an efficient retriever329

that can select a small set of relevant abstracts. For-330

mally, a retrieval operation R: (xj ,A) ! AF331

accepts an input contextualizing string xj and a332

corpus of evidence A, and returns a much smaller333

filtered set AF ⇢ A, where |AF | = k.334

We form an input context string xj for a claim335

j made within a post p by concatenating the post,336

claim, and PICO elements extracted from the claim:337

xj = [p � cj � popj � intj � outj ], where � de-338

notes concatenation with [SEP] tokens. We de-339

fine two dense neural encoders (EC , ED; both ini-340

tialized with RoBERTa-base) to project the con-341

text string xj , and evidence (abstracts) from A342

to fixed 768 dimensional vectors. Similarity be-343

tween the context string and evidence abstract344

is defined using the dot product of their vectors,345

�(xj , dl) = EC(xj)TED(dl).346

We train the model to minimize the negative347

log-likelihood of the positive evidence such that348

it pushes the context string vector xj close to the349

representation of relevant evidence d+j , and away350

from b irrelevent abstracts (d�j1, d
�
j2, ...d

�
jb) in the351

same mini-batch10 (“in-batch negative sampling”):352

L =
exp�(xj , d

+
j )

exp�(xj , d
+
j ) +

Pb
l=1 exp�(xj , d

�
jl)

353

10Size of mini-batch was set to 100.

In-batch negative sampling has been shown to be ef- 354

fective for dual-encoder training (Henderson et al., 355

2017; Gillick et al., 2019). Here, all samples in a 356

minibatch are taken from the same population (con- 357

dition) set, e.g., a mini-batch with a sample contain- 358

ing a claim about diabetes will have negative evi- 359

dence abstracts that are also related to diabetes. 360

For test examples, we rank all evidence (ab- 361

stracts in Trialstreamer) according to their simi- 362

larity to the context string. To do this efficiently, 363

we induce representations of all the abstracts in the 364

Trialstreamer database using the evidence encoder 365

and index these using the Facebook AI Similarity 366

Search library (Johnson et al., 2021).11 367

3.3.4 Baseline Models 368

BM25 A standard Bag-of-Words method for 369

IR (Robertson et al., 1995). We form queries by 370

concatenating the Reddit post with a single claim 371

and its corresponding PIO frames. We used a 372

publicly available BM25 implementation from the 373

Rank-BM25 library.12 374

Dense Passage Retrieval (DPR) is a dense re- 375

trieval model trained to retrieve relevant context 376

spans (“paragraphs”) in an open domain question- 377

answering setting (Karpukhin et al., 2020). In gen- 378

eral, such models map queries and candidates to 379

embeddings, and then rank candidates with respect 380

to a similarity measure (e.g., dot product) taken 381

between these. While originally designed for open- 382

domain question answering, use of DPR-inspired 383

models has been extended to general retrieval tasks 384

(Thai et al., 2022a). We use a DPR context encoder 385

trained on Natural Questions (Kwiatkowski et al., 386

2019) with dot product similarity.13 387

3.4 Results 388

We evaluate models for the tasks of identifying 389

claims, experiences, and questions and extract- 390

11FAISS: Open-source library for efficient similarity search
and clustering of dense vectors; https://ai.facebook.com/
tools/faiss/.

12
https://github.com/dorianbrown/rank_bm25

13
https://huggingface.co/facebook/

dpr-ctx-encoder-single-nq-base
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j made within a post p by concatenating the post,336
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RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) 47.45 39.27 42.97 46.09 45.99 36.38

Table 4: Results on the test set for the token-level PICO tagging task.
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Supervision
We need (claim, evidence) supervision, but we don’t have it

Alternative — distant supervision
§ Start by pairing an annotated claim from Reddit with an arbitrary 

article in the Trialstreamer database (for which we have PICO 
elements)

§ Replace PICO elements in the claim with those in Trialstreamer: 
Treat the resultant pair as a match



Original w/ PIO placeholders
(Template)

w/ Substituted PIO elements
(Pseudo) Population

Claim Global spread of [OUT] blamed on [INT] Global spread of Gradual deterioration of renal function blamed
on cyclophosphamide Lupus

Post Global spread of [OUT] blamed on [INT] Global spread of Gradual deterioration of renal function blamed
on cyclophosphamide

Claim I’ll be starting [INT] soon and have heard/been told it can cause
some serious side effects when first starting to take it.

I’ll be starting solriamfetol treatment soon and have heard/been told it can
cause some serious side effects when first starting to take it. Narcolepsy

Post
I’ll be starting [INT] soon and have heard/been told it can cause
some serious side effects when first starting to take it. Because
of this, I let my employer know I may have to be out for a day
or two during busiest time of the year, and I’m worried I overshared.

I’ll be starting solriamfetol treatment soon and have heard/been told it can
cause some serious side effects when first starting to take it. Because of this,
I let my employer know I may have to be out for a day or two during busiest
time of the year, and I’m worried I overshared.

Claim I read that [OUT] could be due to [POP]. I read that hip and lumbar bone mineral density differences could be due to
Ankylosing Spondylitis. Ankylosing Spondylitis

Post

I’m 40M with [POP] and UC and my annual blood work just came
back [OUT] (around 2.5). However, my other blood levels are all
fine, I eat well, am relatively thin (BMI 24), exercise a lot. I read
that [OUT] could be due to [POP].

I’m 40M with Ankylosing Spondylitis and UC and my annual blood work just came
back hip and lumbar bone mineral density differences (around 2.5). However, my
other blood levels are all fine, I eat well, am relatively thin (BMI 24), exercise a lot.
I read that hip and lumbar bone mineral density differences could be due
to Ankylosing Spondylitis.

Claim Surprising I’m seeing research articles that [INT] causes [OUT]
past the duration of the drug

⇤ Surprising I’m seeing research articles that quetiapine versus aripiprazole causes
psychopathology, cognition, health-related quality of life, and adverse events past
the duration of the drug.

⇧ Surprising I’m seeing research articles that IPS causes levels of stress past the
duration of the drug

• Surprising I’m seeing research articles that olanzapine causes discontinuation
rate past the duration of the drug

Psychosis

Post

Surprising I’m seeing research articles that [INT] causes [OUT]
past the duration of the drug. I only took a brief look into it. Has
anyone here had [INT] induced [OUT]? What is r/psychosis
experience with [INT]?

⇤ Surprising I’m seeing research articles that quetiapine versus aripiprazole causes
psychopathology, cognition, health-related quality of life, and adverse events past
the duration of the drug. I only took a brief look into it. Has anyone here had quetiapine
versus aripiprazole induced psychopathology, cognition, health-related quality of life, and
adverse events? What is r/psychosis experience with quetiapine versus aripiprazole?

⇧ Surprising I’m seeing research articles that IPS causes levels of stress past the
duration of the drug. I only took a brief look into it. Has anyone here had IPS induced
levels of stress? What is r/psychosis experience with IPS?

• Surprising I’m seeing research articles that olanzapine causes discontinuation rate
past the duration of the drug. I only took a brief look into it. Has anyone here had
olanzapine induced discontinuation rate? What is r/psychosis experience with olanzapine?

Table 12: Examples of template claims used for the creation of pseudo training labels for training a supervised
evidence retrieval model.
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duration of the drug
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rate past the duration of the drug
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Post
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past the duration of the drug. I only took a brief look into it. Has
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experience with [INT]?

⇤ Surprising I’m seeing research articles that quetiapine versus aripiprazole causes
psychopathology, cognition, health-related quality of life, and adverse events past
the duration of the drug. I only took a brief look into it. Has anyone here had quetiapine
versus aripiprazole induced psychopathology, cognition, health-related quality of life, and
adverse events? What is r/psychosis experience with quetiapine versus aripiprazole?
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duration of the drug. I only took a brief look into it. Has anyone here had IPS induced
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past the duration of the drug. I only took a brief look into it. Has anyone here had
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DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020) 8.07 10.96 11.89 12.20 13.77 8.07 16.50 23.58 31.98 36.87

(trained on the RedHOT pseudo training set)
RedHOT-DER (RoBERTa-based) 45.93 54.60 55.90 56.73 56.78 45.93 69.90 78.81 94.73 98.06

Table 5: Results of evidence retrieval baselines evaluated on pseudo test data.
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notations with which RedHOT-DER was trained425
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present results from more meaningful manual rele-428
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All Agree (") None Agree (#) Fleiss  (")

Evaluators
(Doctors) 71.33% 1.29% 0.71

Table 6: Inter-rater agreement for three expert human
evaluators (doctors recruited via Upwork).

Cumulative # of relevant abstracts @k

k 1 3 5 10

Pre-trained DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020)
Relevant 6 16 29 58
Somewhat relevant 14 39 66 135
Irrelevant 80 245 405 807

RedHOT-DER trained on pseudo data
Relevant 18 62 101 201
Somewhat relevant 17 49 87 193
Irrelevant 65 189 312 606

Table 7: Results from manual (domain expert) evalua-
tions for DPR and our pseudo-supervised DER model.

3.5 Expert Manual Relevance Judgments 430

We evaluated models in terms of retrieving ev- 431

idence relevant to naturally occurring medical 432

claims, as opposed to the pseudo data we derived 433

for training. We hired three domain experts (medi- 434

cal doctors) on the Upwork platform.15 Providing 435

hundreds of retrieved medical abstracts per claim 436

to a human evaluator for assessment is infeasible. 437

Therefore, we instead provided evaluators with 10 438

retrieved abstracts each for 100 individual claims, 439

from the pretrained DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020) 440

model and our RedHOT-DER trained on pseudo 441

data. (We compared the proposed distantly super- 442

vised model to DPR because it is the strongest 443

baseline we evaluated in preliminary experiments.) 444

We asked evaluators to categorize each re- 445

trieved abstract as: (1) Relevant; (2) Somewhat 446

Relevant, or; (3) Irrelevant to the correspond- 447

15Upwork (https://www.upwork.com/) allows clients to
interview, hire and work with freelancers. All of our evaluators
had medical degrees and were hired at wages ranging from
$15 to $20 per hour for a minimum of 15 hours.
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Objectives This review examines work on automated summarization of electronic health record (EHR) data and in particular, individual patient

record summarization. We organize the published research and highlight methodological challenges in the area of EHR summarization

implementation.
Target audience The target audience for this review includes researchers, designers, and informaticians who are concerned about the problem of

information overload in the clinical setting as well as both users and developers of clinical summarization systems.

Scope Automated summarization has been a long-studied subject in the fields of natural language processing and human–computer interaction,

but the translation of summarization and visualization methods to the complexity of the clinical workflow is slow moving. We assess work in aggre-

gating and visualizing patient information with a particular focus on methods for detecting and removing redundancy, describing temporality, deter-

mining salience, accounting for missing data, and taking advantage of encoded clinical knowledge. We identify and discuss open challenges criti-

cal to the implementation and use of robust EHR summarization systems.
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INTRODUCTION
The increased adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) has led to an

unprecedented amount of patient health information stored in electronic

format. However, the availability of overwhelmingly large records has

also raised concerns of information overload,1 with potential negative

consequences on clinical work, such as errors of omission,2 delays,3

and overall patient safety.4 Current EHR systems often do not present

this tremendous amount of patient data in a way that supports clinical

workflow or cognitive reasoning.5 It is therefore imperative for patient

care to automatically comb through the raw data points present in the

records and detect timely and relevant information.

Alarmingly, as the most chronically ill patients often have the larg-

est datasets, their records are the most difficult to coherently present.6

As an example, for a prevalent chronic condition in our institution, pa-

tients with chronic kidney disease have 338 notes on average in their

record (from all clinical settings) gathered across an average of 14

years, with several patients’ records containing over 4000 notes. It is

clear that during a regular medical visit, no practitioner can read hun-

dreds of clinical notes. Fortunately, electronic storage of this health in-

formation provides an opportunity for EHR systems to “aid cognition

through aggregation, trending, contextual relevance, minimizing

superfluous data.”7 Currently available commercial EHR systems,

however, inadequately address this need, sometimes providing orga-

nization of data but lacking in information synthesis.8 Some vendor

EHR dashboards display problem lists that aggregate billing codes but

these are low in actionable knowledge.9,10

Given this unmet and well-recognized need for comprehensive EHR

summarization,11,12 many research groups have designed and evaluated

clinical data summarizers. In this review, we sample summarization ap-

plications to highlight different features including seminal work, different

evaluation strategies, and various input/output data. We also examine the

current work and future directions for six challenges of EHR summariza-

tion: information redundancy, temporality, missing data, salience detec-

tion, rules and heuristics, and deployment of summarization tools.

GENERAL APPROACHES TO SUMMARIZATION

There are multiple theoretical frameworks for summarization in the

clinical domain13 as well as for textual summarization in the general

domain.14,15 In the broader field of summarization, there has been a

lot of work in automated text summarization, specifically within the

genres of news stories and scientific articles (see16 for an in-depth re-

view). Clinical summarization, “the act of collecting, distilling, and syn-

thesizing patient information for the purpose of facilitating any of a

wide range of clinical tasks,”13 presents a different set of challenges

from summarization in other domains and genres of texts.

While there exist other discussions on biomedical literature

summarization methods17,18 and EHR visualizations,19–21 in this

review we focus on characterizing existing clinical summarization

systems by outlining the system outputs and evaluations as well as

highlighting the remaining challenges that exist in automated

summarization.
To categorize the summarizers highlighted in this review, we focus

on two common dimensions used in the text summarization literature:

extractive/abstractive summarization, and indicative/informative sum-

marization. We define the four categories that describe summary

types.

1. Extractive summaries are created by borrowing phrases or sen-

tences from the original input text. In the domain of clinical sum-

marization, an extractive approach can identify pieces of the

patient’s record and display them without providing additional

layers of abstraction.
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Query-Focused EHR Summarization to Aid Imaging Diagnosis
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Figure 1: We propose models for generating targeted, extractive summaries of the notes
within patient EHR data to aid practitioners (here, radiologists) at point of care.
We propose distant supervision schemes to train these models.

A recent New Yorker article highlights the issue (Gawande, 2018): A primary care physi-
cian interviewed for this piece describes EHR as a “massive monster of incomprehensibility”.
Consequently: “piecing together what’s important about the patient’s history is at times
actually harder than when she had to leaf through a sheaf of paper records”. This makes it
di�cult — and often impossible under existing time constraints — for physicians to identify
the information buried within a patients’ EHR notes that might be critical to forming an
accurate diagnosis.

Here we consider the setting of radiologists interpreting medical imaging. Radiologists
typically have fewer than 10 minutes to complete their interpretation, reporting, and com-
munication of a case. Most of this time is necessarily spent inspecting the 1000s of images
in a typical MRI or CT scan, analyzing abnormalities, formulating a diagnosis, producing a
report, and communicating findings. This leaves practically no time to thoroughly consult
patient history. Key information that might inform diagnosis is often only available in the
notes within the EHR. However, the sheer volume of this unstructured information renders
it nearly impossible for the radiologist to identify and capitalize on the relevant history.
Radiologists thus currently interpret most medical imaging studies with little knowledge of
the background information beyond the brief clinical indication listed in the request for a
particular imaging study that is provided by the ordering physician.

This work aims to enable e�cient use of patient history by presenting radiologists with
relevant text that is automatically extracted from the EHR. Our focus on text complements
the extensive body of work on image retrieval methods for diagnostic medical imaging
(Kalpathy-Cramer et al., 2015) (see Section 5), which aim to retrieve images similar to the

2
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Query-Focused EHR Summarization to Aid Imaging Diagnosis

can then be constructed by compiling the k sentences corresponding to the highest scores
in a. Formally, we have:

f�(x, q) = a (1)

where � are model parameters.
We would ideally train this model with (x, q, a) triplets provided by domain experts,

but collecting a su�cient amount of this sort of explicit annotation would be prohibitively
expensive. Therefore, we treat diagnosis ICD codes as proxy ‘queries’ to induce distant
supervision (see Section 3.1.2). We consider three versions of categories as queries: category
indicators (categorical queries); natural language descriptions to which these categories
correspond, and; hierarchy embeddings, which concatenate natural language descriptions
from nodes in the path leading to a category in the hierarchy (see Section 3.1.3). Below we
describe the models we evaluate (including baselines) given this framing of the task.

3.1.1. Unsupervised Baselines

We implement two unsupervised baselines for comparison to more complex (weakly) super-
vised models. First, we define a TF-IDF similarity model that encodes all sentences in
patient reports and the query (here, a natural language description associated with a given
diagnosis category) into Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) Bag-of-
Words (BoW) vectors, and uses the cosine similarity between these as a similarity score:

ai = Cosine(tfidf(xi), tfidf(dq)) (2)

where i indexes sentences,3 and dq is the description that accompanies category q.4

The contextual similarity model uses representations induced by the pretrained Clin-
ical BERT model (Huang et al., 2019) to embed tokens: f transformer

� : V L ! RL⇥n where
V is the set of words in the vocabulary, L is the length of the input text (set of patient
records), and n is the dimensionality of the induced embeddings. We take the mean of these
vectors to derive a contextual representation. We then take as relevance scores the cosine
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� (z)) (3)
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3.1.2. Distant Supervision

We now turn to the (distantly) supervised variants that we consider (Figure 2). The basic
sentence-level attention model we build upon also uses clinical BERT to initialize text en-
coder weights. However, as this model will be trained, we use the embedding corresponding
to the special classification token [CLS] (prepended to sentences by BERT) to produce the

3. These sentences are all of those corresponding to reports for a particular patient, but we elide the patient
index here for clarity.

4. These are part of the ICD resource. Note that it does not make sense to attempt to use only the category
indicator itself for unsupervised BoW approaches based on similarities.
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sentence embedding.5 We add a linear layer on top of this to reduce the dimensionality.
Here Equation 3 becomes:

Bcls(z) = U0f
transformer
� (z)[CLS] + b0. (5)

Where the [CLS] subscript indicates that we extract the embedding from the Clinical BERT
output corresponding to the [CLS] token.

An embedding for a given query q, eq (discussed in Section 3.1.3), is then passed to an
attention mechanism over sentence embeddings:

ai =
exp(Bcls(xi) · eq)P
i0 exp(Bcls(xi0) · eq)

. (6)

We add two dense layers with a ReLU activation between and sigmoid on top for classifi-
cation to be trained on top of the concatenation of the final query-specific ‘global’ context
vector and the query embedding:

P
�
y = 1

��x, q
�
= �

⇣
U2 ReLU

⇣
U1

⇥P
iaiBcls(xi), eq

⇤
+ b1

⌘
+ b2

⌘
. (7)

where y is the label that denotes whether or not the patient will experience the condition
associated with code q in the future. For example, if a patient experiences new headaches
or blurry vision in a report prior to time-point t (see Section 2.1), and after this time-point,
they are diagnosed with a brain tumor, the model should predict close to 1 when querying
categories like or ancestors of the category “Malignant Neoplasm of the Brain”, hopefully
placing high attention weights on sentences bearing evidence for this. This architecture is
amenable to training using only the ‘downstream’ label (specifically under a binary cross-
entropy loss). At test time we can then use the induced ai values as soft relevance scores
over individual sentences for a given query.

3.1.3. Query Embeddings

The baseline models are not trained, and so the type of embeddings for the diagnosis
category being used as the query are limited to TF-IDF embeddings of the category’s
description, or the raw output of Clinical BERT on it.

The model discussed in Section 3.1.2 is distantly supervised, and therefore can use
more flexible query embeddings. We consider three approaches to form embeddings for
these models. One approach simply uses indicator embeddings. However, this type of
encoding eliminates any useful signal that might be gleaned from the descriptions associated
with the diagnosis category or its position in the hierarchy.

As a second approach we compute description embeddings by applying Eq. 5 to
the natural language description dq of the category: edescriptionq = Bcls([[CLS],dq]). This is
similar to the Contextual similarity baseline, but replacing Bmean with Bcls.

The final approach uses the position of a category in the hierarchy to provide structure.
Because the hierarchy is a tree, each category has a unique path from the top node in the
hierarchy. This path is encoded as a concatenation of the natural language descriptions of

5. Note that using this [CLS] representation is not advisable in unsupervised settings, hence our use of
‘mean-pooling’ above.
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the nodes along the path separated by [SEP] tokens, which is in the vocabulary of special
tokens for the BERT tokenizer. Similar to the description embedding approach above, this
concatenation of descriptions is then fed through Eq. 5 to create the hierarchy embed-

ding: ehierarchyq = Bcls([[CLS],dp
(q)
1
, [SEP],d

p
(q)
2
, ..., [SEP],d

p
(q)
L
]) where d

p
(q)
l

represents the

lth node’s description along the path p(q), the path to node q in the hierarchy.6

3.2. Experiments

We experiment with three types of models as outlined in Section 3.1.2 each of which uses
one of the types of query embeddings in Section 3.1.3: 1) the Indicator model, which uses
indicator embedding, 2) the Description model, which uses the description embedding,
and 3) the Hierarchy model, which uses the hierarchy embedding. We train two sets of
these models, one on the BWH dataset for 3 epochs and one on the MIMIC-III dataset
(which is smaller) for 5 epochs, all with a learning rate of 1e-5 using the Adam optimizer.

We keep all hyper-parameters of clinical BERT the same as in the original paper, ini-
tialize all weights to those in clinical BERT, and fine-tune the weights throughout training.
Clinical BERT outputs embeddings of size 768, and the linear layer in Equation 5 reduces
this to 64, which is the size of the hidden vectors for each sentence from the reports and each
query embedding. Therefore, the final prediction layer takes in a context vector of this size
and a query embedding of this size. These two embeddings are concatenated and reduced
in the first linear layer of Equation 7 to one vector of size 64. Because EHR datasets are
very imbalanced in the occurance of ICD codes, to prevent naive behavior, we rebalance
these as described in Section B during training.

4. Evaluation

4.1. Human (Expert) Labeling

Recall that our goal is not actually (future) ICD code prediction, but rather extractive
summarization that might support particular diagnoses. We do not have direct supervi-
sion for this summarization task (which would take the form of <EHR, query/diagnosis,

summary> triplets). We therefore use the task of predicting downstream diagnoses from
clinical notes as a proxy target with which to train extractive summarization models. To
evaluate the quality and potential utility of the summaries produced by these models, we
perform a direct assessment by domain experts.

To this end, our radiologist colleagues conduct two rounds of manual annotation. In the
first we obtain reference (“gold”) labels that denote whether constituent sentences within
the text fields in an EHR should be included in summaries pertaining to a given a query
(or diagnosis of interest), also specified by the radiologist. The second annotation exercise
entails a prospective evaluation of the system; here we ask radiologists to directly assess the
subjective quality of model outputs. All annotations are used only for evaluation and not
for training of any of the models.

6. For both the description embeddings and the hierarchy embeddings, the Bcls function does share its
parameters with the reports encoder.
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Figure 3: Annotation user interface. Clinicians annotate sentences in reports (left screen)
with category tags (right screen). Data shown is from MIMIC-III.

4.1.1. Reference Standard Summaries

In this round of annotation, radiologists tag sentences in patient record reports with any
diagnosis categories to which they are relevant (in most cases, none). We randomly sampled
instances from the validation and test sets of the BWH dataset to annotate.

This annotation process employs a set of diagnostic codes with respect to which sentences
are to be annotated. To enumerate a plausible set, we first asked the radiologists to browse
‘future reports’ (going forward up to one year past t as discussed in Section 2.1) and tagging
these reports with clinically relevant diagnoses. This step yielded a summary of all salient
conditions that appear in the patient’s ‘future’. This serves two purposes. First, it allows
us to validate that the diagnosis categories used as targets for that instance during training
(derived from the ICD codes present in the EHR) were valid, and to expand on them.
ICD codes serve as noisy proxies for diagnoses. We therefore report agreement between
the annotated future diagnosis categories and the ICD code based diagnosis categories (see
Table A5). Second, and more importantly, this strategy allowed the radiologists to identify
categories of interest to use when tagging sentences in the previous medical record.

The radiologists used the manually created hierarchy (see Section 2.1) as a starting point
from which to tag both future reports and past reports and were also allowed to add new
categories to the hierarchy. These “custom” categories can still be used to query models
that condition extraction on natural language (rather than categorical) queries.7 For the

7. This includes both of the baseline models as well as the trained models that use the description embedding
or hierarchy embedding (both of which are natural language based).
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Figure 4: Reference summary sentence retrieval. We compute Receiver Operator Char-
acteristic (ROC) curve (left) and Precision Recall (PR) curve (right) over thresh-
olds on the percentile of a sentence in the reports as determined by each model
(micro-averaging over summaries).

Reference Summaries Model Validation

AUROC Avg. P Avg. NDCG
top 20 Validated P

(top 20)P R F1
TF-IDF Similarity .578 .045 .407 .085 .163 .112 0.173
Cosine Similarity .508 .021 .279 .029 .055 .038 -
Indicator .531 .036 .350 .074 .126 .093 -
Description .782 .093 .425 .137 .261 .179 -
Hierarchy .842 .106 .447 .144 .275 .189 0.186
Indicator (MIMIC) .540 .043 .366 .082 .141 .104 -
Description (MIMIC) .783 .104 .481 .146 .278 .192 -
Hierarchy (MIMIC) .760 .085 .411 .117 .223 .153 -

Table 1: Extractive summarization results on the BWH dataset. AUC and Average pre-
cision are computed for the ROC and PR curves in Figure 4 respectively. The
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) is calculated for each query’s
results (using the reference summary sentences) and averaged over all the queries.
To compare with validated precision, we compute micro-averaged Precision, Re-
call, and F1 (using the reference summary sentences) at a top 20 sentence threshold
as ranked by each model for each query. We also compute the micro-averaged vali-
dated precision using Model Validation annotations over the top 20 sentences (see
Section 4.1.2). The bottom three rows correspond to cases in which we train on
the MIMIC dataset and transfer these models to the BWH dataset.
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IR (and language technologies more generally) can realize 
considerable impact in health and medicine.

There are a rich set of resources (data and tasks) to get started in
this space.

Supervision at scale often hard here: Often need to be creative for
training.

Working with domain experts to frame problems in a useful way is 
critical, more so than using the deepest networks available.

Some take-aways


